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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENdTION

SUM!IARY OF FINDINGS

,
. Introduction

1. Chapter 656, Statutes of 1979 (48 876) authorized the, creation

of an Early Retirement Incentive (ERI) program for employees of the

California State University and Colleges (CSUC).

2. The pasidge of AB 876. resulted primarily from the Legislaturesi

concern that layoffs be averted, should the CSUC face budgetary stringer

cies which could result in "....an impending, curtailment of, or change in

the mariner of providing services."

3. The CSUC Early Retirement Incentive program was approved by the

Governor in March 1980, in. response to concerns expressed by CSUC thqt

layoffs might result ifProposition 9 (the Jarvis incorile tax initiative)

were approved by the electorate- Because Proposition 9 was defeited, no

layoffs occurred within CSUC and, consequently, the issue of the ERI

program's effectiveness in preventing layoffs was rendered moot.

.

Chapter I: Descri tibn of the CSUC Earl Retirement Incentive Program

1, The CSUC Early Retirement incentive program provided qualified

CSUC employees who retired during a specified eligibility period withtan

incentive bonus of two additional years, of (unearned) retirement service

credit.

,..alapterr11: -Those Who Retired

1. During the three -month ,Period that the ERI itogrma was in

s effect, 1,047 CSUC enployfes retired. Even after allowing for norm'l

iii
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retirement activity and the fact that some employees postponed their retire-

ments to takeadvintage of the program, It appears that from 865 to 925 of

these retir9ments would not have occurred in the absence of the ERI

program.

2. Of the 1,047 CSUC employees who retired und6 the ERI program,

faculty members constituted the single largest occupational grouli*:.wifh

retirees. Secretarial employees, with 169 retirees.'constiiuted the next

largest group, followed by service employees and technical employees.

3. Whites comprised the single largest racial i'oup of retirees',

'accounting for '963 (92.0-percent) of,the'1,047 participants in the ERI

.,:program. Black retirees placed a distant second, with 3.4 percent of the
ti

total, followed by Asians and Hispanics.

4. White males retired in numbers disproportionate' to their share

of total employment in the CSUC system. -Whirl ewHlt.e males represented 49.1

percent of all full-time CSUC employee in 1979, they Comprised 59.9 per-.

cent of the ERI program participants.

5. By inducing many employees to retire earlier than they would

have otherwise, the ERI'proram has created additional opportunities for

CSUC to address affirmative action goals. At-the same time, however, CSUC's

ability to achieve dramatic changes in the percentage distribution of

employment by race and sex is limited by the small number of positions

vacated relative to the total number of positions in the CSUC system.
b.

6. Our analysis indicates that, while the ERT program may be viewed

as a*useful adjunct to an existing affie.lative action program, it is doubtful

whether the program could be justified on this basis alone, absent a demon-

stration that is the most cost-effective means to achieve affirmative action

goals.

iv



Chapter III: Why Employees Retired

. 1. Most of those who retired under the ERI program did not retire

significantty.earlier than they would have otherwise. A survey of CSUC

employees eligible for the program indicates that 65.4 percent of the non-

ficultyand 97.4 percent of the faculty retirees would have retired within

- three years, had the Ehl program not beent available.

2. Participants in the ERI program indicated-that the two years'

additional service credit bonus was a significant factor in their decisions

to retire. Fully 82.3 percent of the faculty and 87.8 percent of the non-

faculty retirees felt that the bonus was "important" or "very important" in

their decisions to retire under the progrank These retirees also rated the

potential impacts of Proposition 9 as of much less importance in their

retirement decisions.

3. A statistical model of retirement behavior, developed for this

report, identifies four factors -- an employee't age, his final

compensation, the,value of his retirement annuity, and whether the ERI

program was in effect -- as the primary determinants of retirement behavior

among CSUC employees in 1978-79 and 1979-80. Using these factors, the

model accurately predicts retirement behavior in 94 percent of the cases on.

which it is based.

4. Results of the retirement 4phavior model indicate that the ERI

program had a dual impact on the retirement behavior of'.CSUC employees.

First,, by offering an employee an increase in the value of his retirement

a.nuity, the program increased the probability that the employee would .-

retire. Second, because the ERI program wa .offered for a limited time

only, the program caused an increase in the mployee's probability of



retirement, apart from that whift6ight--nom ally-Wave-beeti eipected-dire to

the increasein.the value of thiiiinuity.

5. Results of the retires behavior model further indicate that

the WNh.level,of participation in F e ERI piTgram is largely attributable

to the face thh the program was p for a limited time only, on-a "now
.

.

or- never;" "take-itdr leave it"..b Thus, it would clearly be 7

incorrect to conclude that, if the E *prograb were adopted on a permanent

basis, or even offered with predictab

similar to those,df the original prog

Cha

-1frequency, participation rates

,14Y

00dould bevsustained.

ter IV: Fiscal-Impact of the ERI

ti

ram
..-

1. fhe'total cost of funding th wo years', additional service cre-

dit bonUse provided to ERI prdgram-rett s amounted to $11.1 million,

with $6.6 million 'attributable tg facul440-$4.5 million to non-faculty
W.*

retirements. The-average cost per retirkOtof funding tlie bpnuses was
0 ti,

approximately $13,600 for faculty and $8 for nonlfaculty.

2. Our analysis indicates that, 4aCulty, the CSUC Early

Retirement Incentive program pays for in that net compensation

savings resulting from the program more tA;offset the cost of the bonuses.

A comparison of prcijected costs with and Otilout the ERI program,
,

based on
, 4F

a computer simulation model of 329 facul1t sitions vacated during the

program; indicates that the program wills It in het savings of up to

$6.8 million in the first seven years.
, I

.

3. Based on the fiscal impacts prd.4,4 cted by the faculty-timulation

model our analysis also,indicqtes that, similarly high levels of par -

Ocipation and cost savings -are to be achi'Ved in future CR1-type programs

-At

ii

1

i"
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t.

off&e .C.SUC faculty, the next such program 'should not be offered until
4I

et- ,

at the earliest.
e '.

0. ,40

4. _Our -anaTys4i indicates that the.ERITrogram tsnot a Cost -
.2 .

.effectiye means, of inducing'non -faculty employees to retirA. This is,
... . . .

. .

because the potential savings associated with each pon»faculty-positiono
vaaiiidlisgre(Itly outweighed by the cost of funding the two years' addi-*

tional service credit bonus. conclusion would also apply to other

ERI-type programs covering employees in occupations that do not have broad

salary s cales.

r,
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"--' RE.COMENDATION 1 . Ar
. .

i .\ ,'

5e remlenc"lat if the Legislature decides t2dar.. a1.
,

arlX
' .-

... , ,
,Retirement lo ram to CSUC wih:) cgs in the futur

t.- ,,,e
'suchima Lro La minciude as one of its. elements a limitedeli 9 ibilit y

. .. .
rff;'period, similar to-that oft.t.1!)L9..*1 ivrp...._,1f)arprogram'ram three months)anim...

. :
tottitSUCharOranifiti at the earliest, because,vur

analysis indicates that:. .

J

1,
The'hi h".level oft 7rrtici tion in the on 'that ro ram and the
consequentuent "st savings

attributalile
the fact that the.ERI ro rasTeiAxsoffeieci for a limited.time
only and

The.o
ag E Rr. -type program to CSUC

faculty is no moreuseven to eight years.

3
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increases...in the annual level of benefit payments and the ekbected rate4of

'return 'eanieli bethe deposit.):

4.4

Ln discusiions with staff of the Legislative Analyst's Office and in

testimony before the Legislature at the time AB 876 was und& con-

sideration,

it
.UC representatives maintaige4 that the bill would "pay.for

self." Specifically, they stated that the costs of the ERL program would

befully funded out of salary, savings resulting front either or both of the

.

. following; (l) holding vacated positions open, or (2) filling vacated

positions with employees at a lower salary level.--Conseguently, the

ILegipature approved AB.876 with-the understanding that any,costs would be

absorbed within the regular CSUC support budget, and na appropriation was

provided,
. , r

.Finalty, AB 8k76 diredted the Legislative Analyst_ta...!'wevaluate

the results of the early,retirement incentive program-... and its effec-

tiVeness'in pceventingiaytes." The legislation was repealed by force of

its own provisions on June 30, 1980.

layoffs.PrimaryConcern

The- passage of A8 876 resulted primarily from the Legislature's

desire to avoid layoffs, sheuld the California F.tate University and

Colleges face budgetar ringendies that threatened "...an impending

-

curtailment of, or ch e in the manner of performing services." Not men-

tioned in the authorizing legislation, but expressed by the CSUC Trustees,

was the additional belief that, shou budgetary reductions fail to

materialize, the ER1 program would present- significant opportunities for;.

(1) hiring and promoting younger professors inthe faculty ranks and (7)

n: ring women and members of ethnic minorities in all eriployce cidssfIcJtionf,.

-2-
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The. Early Retirement Incentive program was approved by the Governor

and the Board of Trustees jri late March 1980. At that time, there was a'

great deal of conoern within the t,SUC system that the electorate would

approve 06position 9 (thO Jarvis i*ome tax initiative). This concern

ultimately proved unwarranted, as the initiative was not approved. Thus,

because Proposition g was not enacted, the effectiveness of-the-ER1 program

in preVentingiayofts became a moot issue; simply put, there.were no.

layoffs to prevent,

Although the Early Retirement Incentive progrim's-effectiveness in

preventing layoffs was not tested, other important aspects of the program

remain to be evaluated: Who retired'underthe ERI program? Why did- they

'retire? How much of -an incentive was provided by the two years of addi-

tional retirement service credit? 'How did the program affect CSUC's affir-

mative action efforts?. Did the ERI program, in,-fact, pay.for itself? The

analysis of these issues is the task of this reprt, which is divided into

four parts as follows:

I. Description of the CSUC Early Retirement Incentive Program

II. Those Who Retired

III. Why Employees Retired

IV. Fiscal Impact of the ERI Program 4-

Readers interested in the more technical aspects Of how the analysis

was conducted may profit from reading Appendix 0, "A Mite on Research

Methodology,". prior to embarking on the main body, of the report. It is by'

no means necessary, however, that the general reader do s6 inorder to

understand the analysis and conclusions developed below.

-3-:
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4

N\ I. DESCRIPTION OF THE CSUC EARLY RETIREMENT
INCENTIVE PROGRAM

A. ELEMENTS OF,THE 011 PROGRAM

The CSUC Early Retirement Incentive program, as created by AS 876,

provided that qualified TUC employees who retired during a specified eli- .

would receive an incentive bonus of two additional years of

(unearned) retirement service credit.

Qualified CSUC Employees'

'. The ERI program- was aC,ailabie to all CSUC employees (faculty and

non-faculty) who, as bf June 29', 1980: (1) were at least 50 years of age

and (2) possessed.a total of at least give years of semice credited to

either the Public Employees' Retirement System (PERS) or the State
Th,

Teachers' Retirement System (SIRS). or both.

Eligibility Period

The eligibility period for participation in the ERI prObram warn-
.

.0gsed tnfee months, from March 27 to ,..one 29, 1980. To participate in the

program, an employee's effective retirement date had to fall within this

three -month period.

Incentive Bonus

.

As an incentive to induce qualified CSUC employees, to retire 'early,

the,ERI program offered a bonus of two years of additional,-unearned

retirement service credit.'

In order to discuss the vale to-the employee of this bonus, it is

necessary to understand how the retirement annuity is determined. For members

-5-
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4

NA.

of the Public Employees Retirement- System, (PERS), who constituted' the

vast majority of those eligible forcErtRI program, 411e basic reti event.
41

7 - theemployee's final compensatT

(defined as the averageklary paid the employee during the three years:

immediately preceding retirement), (2) the years of service in KRS-covered

employment'creclited to the employee, and (3) the .percentage of final com-

pensation to which the employee is entitled'iO;- each year of credited ser-

vice. These three factors are related the. so-called "2 percent at 60
.e3 .".

formula."

-6-
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74.98% 7979%33 36.04% 38113% 4039% 4277% 4641% 48. % et45% 5801% 61.84% 6600% 7042%

3930% 4122 ;44,06% 4678% 49.61% 5277% 5610% 59.77% 51.72% 6300% 7256%

6.559% 7000% 74 69%

67.46% 724(1% 768Z%

6924% 7400% 7496'70

7121%0 76010% 8109%'
73092. 780x% 81 23%

7496% 80.00% $5 336%-
, 59 60 61

. '

-7725% F2,21%.

7952% 443%
:7926 Kr ON' %

8486% 89 47%

14631%.' 91841.

89 61 q. 9410%

;WM% 96 721.

62 hi 4

'4284% 4536% 48.16% 51.10% 5432% 5775% 6133%
36 4646% 49.54% 52.56% 5527% 59.40% 029%

..2t 111.1. r 50.91% 54,02% 5142% MA% .. 63.05%

55.48% 5898% 6210% 66,80%
s .. - 60.33% 6/.35% 6654

1 ?)0.. .., _ - - 1,6co% 7032%.
^ " 1, SI

4

52 . 53 ' SS 56 57 SR

. %

SourCe: PERS, "PERS'Benehts for State Miscellaneous.Members," (Sacramento),
January .1979, pp. 30-1. -
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..
Table 1 shows the,percentage Of final canpensOon to which an

2
-

. /

employle eligible for retirement is entitled under thk,"2 percent at 60

fon.ala", for various ages and ears of service credited to PERS. As the

table illustrates, the percentage of final compensation per year of seA rvice ._

to which the employee is entitled increases as the empibyee's age of

retirement increases from age'50 to age 63. Thus, an employee retiring at

age 50 would be entitled to 1.092 percent of his final compensation per

year of service credited, while,an employee retiring atage 63 would

receive 2.418 percent.of his final compensation per year of service ore-

dited: Beyond age 630he percentage of final compensation per year of .

. .

service'remains"constant at 2.-41'8 percent. ,

To take a specific example, the table shows that-an employee

retiring at .age 55 with 30 years' service credited t. PERS would be

entitled to.'a retirement'arinuity of 43.8 percent of his final compensation.

If this same employee were to .retire instead at age 63, with 38 years of.

service credit, his annuity would equal '91.88 percent of his, final

compensation.

In the example just presented, ii is*tempting to, conclude.thai the ,

tc
employee'would be 'Utter off" if he were to wait until age 63 to retire,

since an annuity equal tb 92 percent of final compensation is worth

.

more per year than on annuity equal to 44 percent of final compensation.
',-

In.additiaalofhe employee',s final compensation calculated at age 63 is

likely to be greater than fhat calculated at age 55, further enhancing the

annual valve of the ..annuity received by .retiring later.

Despite these factors, however, it-would not be correct to conclude

that the employee is ymequivocal3y "better off" by retiring later, for two

-8-
ao.
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reasons. First, the later the employee'retires, the feWer years he

will-have_to_receive his_retirement-annuity. So, While he-will-be-

recaving.morelper year, he will also be receiving feweryear's of retire-

ment payments. Second, in order to know if Gm. employee is "better off" by
.4D

retiring later, it is necessary to know how much a dollar of retirement

annuity, received one,year.from now, t, worth to the employee at the pre-

sent tIme:4, This is referred to as the employee's "rat_ of timepreference."

:7--.Because both of these factors -- the remaining expected lifetime of the

retiree and his rate of time preference -- ao unique for each employee,

there is no satisfactory way to compare-the values of the.various annuities

46
to which the employee is entitled by retiring at different times. By using

the concept of an actuarial present value,"however, it is possible to

:approximate in a single number the value of a givemannuity,,thus facili-

tating

,

valid comparyqns.

B. THE CONCEPT OF ACTUARI
410

PRESENT VA

The Actuarial Present Value-4)1PN), translates-a. stream of future
"- -j S

.annuity payments into a single dollar amount,.expressed in current dollars.

Simply stated, it that amount which, if deOdsited at the time of an

c.employee's retirement, would be just sufficient to pay that employee's

retirement benefits over his remaining expected lifetime (allowing for such

factors as expected statutory increases in the Inhual level of.benefit,

payments and the expected rate of 'aturh

. The APV may also be viewed as the

earnedtile deposit).

lump sum payment which the

employee would be`willing to accept in lieu of a'stream of annuity

payments, if: J1) the employee's expected future life span equalled the

.-9-
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t.
average all employees in his age and sex cohort, as determined by the

'retirement system's actuaries and (2)the employee's rate of time pre-

er _quailed the rate of return on invested funds asstimed by the

retirement. system's, actuaries. In this sense, then, the APV of the future

stream of annuity payments represents an approximation of their value to

the employee.

Table 2

Actuarial Present Value
Of Two'Years Additional Service Credit,

By Age at Retirement and Final Compensationa
(increment to annul annuity payment in parentheses)

Final

Compensation
A e at Retirement

50 55 60 65 70

$ 5,000 $ 1;145 $ 1,391 '$ 1,702 $ 1,793 $ 1,516,

($109) ($146) ($200) ($242) ($242)

10,000. 2,830 1"c 3,436 , 4,203 4,429 3,746y
(218). . (292) (400) 4844 (4891'i

15,000 4,514 5,481 ' 6,703 7,066 5,975

(328) (438) (600) (725) (725)\'

N 20,000 45,199 7,525 9,204 9,703 8,205

(437) (584) (800) (967) (967)11

( . . .

25,000. 7,883 9,570 11,705 12,339, 10,434
4

(546) (730) (1,000) (1,209) (1,209)

30,000. '9,568 11,615 14,206 14,976 12,663

(655) (376) --(1.,200) (1,451) (1,451)

35,000 11,252 13,660 16,11+7 17,613 14,893

(764) (1,022) (1,400) (1,693) (1,693)

40,00D 12,936 15,705 19,2W 20,249 17,122

(874) (1,168) (1,600) (1,934) (1,934)

45,000 ; 14,621 17,750 21,709 , 22,886 '19,351

(983) (1,314) (1,800) (2,176) (2,176)

a. Figures presented are for a married, male employee, covered'by
Social Security.

-10-
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Table 2 presents the value of the two years of additional retirement

service credit, both in Actuarial Present Value terms and as an increment

to the employee's annual retirement annuity, for a married, wale employee

who is covered by Social Security.1 For example, the table shows that the

additional service credit increases the annuity to an employee, age 60,
a

having final compensation equal to $35,000, by $1,400. This increase is

equivalent to a lump sum grant of $16,707 to the retiring employeL

The table shows that the value of the retirement annuity (in either.

APV or annual dollar terms) for an employee of a given age is greater, the

greater is his final compe ation. A similar, positive relationship exists

between the employee's age and, the value of his annuity,'but nnly up to age

' 63. This is because, as Table 1 shows, the percentage of final compen-

sation per year of service credit which,is provided by'the annuity levels

off at age 63, at 2.418 percent per year. Therefore, at age 63 and beyond,

the annual increment to the.retirement aAnutty-prtiiidet by the'two years of

additional retirement service credit is constant at any given level of.com-
.

pensation. As a result, the APV of the bonus, and the incentive to retire

early which it provides, declines fro 63`onward, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 also shows how the relationship between the APV of the incen-

,.tive bonus and its,value in annual dollar terms varies as the age of

retiremen increases. For example, c nsider the case of two errploxese

whose fin 1 compensation is $25,000 er year, one of whom is age 50 and the

other of whom is 65. For the 50-year-old employee, the APV of the bonus

1. Because of such factors as'continuance allowances for spouses, sexual
differences in average life spans, and provisions for coordination
with Social Security benefi#,s, the actual values of annuities received
by employees of given age and years of service vary slightly.

-11-
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equals $7,883, and the annual increment to his annuity is $546 -- a ratio

of over 14 to 1. For the 65- year -'id Employee, in contrast, the APV of the

bonus equals $12,339, and the annual inclement to his annuity is $1,209 -- a

ratio of about 10 to 1 The lower ratio,'of course, is a direct con-

sequence of the fact that the older iiimploYte is expo -ted to receite fewer

1=

annuity payments over his remaining life span.

To put the values of the two year51 service credit bonus, cited in

Table 2, in some perspective, figures fop' the total value of the retirement

annuity (excluding the bonus) at various ages and years of service credited

are presented in Table 3. The exampleoshown in the table is for a married,

male employee, covered by Social Security, whose final compensation of

$28,7652 is that of a full professor6t the top step in 1980

'

2. The salary of a full-time, full professor 3t the top step in 1979-30
was $31,416, while in 1977-78 and 1978-79 it was $27,438; the average
salary for these three years (the employee's final compew.ation),is $28,7c.5.

-12-
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Table 3

Actuarial Present Value of
Retirement-Annuity,ATy-Age at Retirement

and Years of Service Credit
annual annuity payment in parentheses)a

Ye es of
Service 65 .70

5 S 22,878 $ 27,774 S 33,970 $ 35,811 $30,280 /
($1,571) ($2,100) ($2,876) ($3,478) ($3,478) I,

10 45,756 55,548 / 67,940 71:621* 60,561

0,141) (4,200) 5 (5,753) (6,955) (6,955)

15 68,634 83,323 101,910 107,432 90,841
(4,712) (6,299) (8,629) (10,433) (10433)

20 91,512 111,097 135,880 143,242-- 121,122
(6,282) (8,399) (11,506) (13,910) (13,910)

25 114,390 138,871 169,850, ,179,053 151,402

..(7,853) (10,499) (14,382) (17,338) (17,388)

30. 166,645 203,820 214,864 181,683
(12,599) (17,258) (20,865) (20,865)

.

35 ._ 2374790-, -250;674 -211,963

(20,135) (24,343) (24,343)

40 286,485 242,244
(27,821) (27,821)

45- 272,524

(31,298)

a. Figures presented are for a married, male employee, covered by Social
Security, with final compensation of $28,765 per year (full professor,
to' P step in 1980). Figures do not include value of two years addi-
tional service credit provided by ERI program.



Table -3, like Table 2, also shows the positive relationsiv:p het4eem

an employee's-age and the value of his annuity, from age 50 to aye 03,

holding constant the employee' final compensation-and years of'servIce..

.

Unlike Table 2, in which the number of-years of,service credit.is held

constant (at two) throughout, Table 3 holds theemployee's final conpen- .

.
,

..

i ,

sation at $28,765 and shows, the effects or the value of the total annuity

-:-Of varying years of service from 5 to 45. A: the table indicates;

depending on an employee's, age at retirement and his years of service, the

APV s.if'his annuity may vary widely :from a low'04122,878at'age 50 with 5

>
service,' -to adhigh (as.shown in the table) of $286,485 at age 6;

.

40-years' 'service.

By combining the information reported in Table 3 with that of Table

2, it is possible to see how the value of the incentive bonus compares with

the value of an employee's total annuity (excluding the bonus) at various

combinations of age and years of service. For example, Tab)/ 2 indicates

that the APV of the two years additional service credit is /approximately

23,5883 for a 60-year-old employee whose final compensation s $28,765.
\

Wer-ing to Table 3, it may be seen that this amount representQ an

increase of 40 percent (2/5) over the APV of the total annuity total such an

employee woilld otherwise receive if he retired with 5 year, of slrvice cr:e-

dit ($33,970) and an increase of about 7 percent (2/30) over the '.APV of *he .

annuity he would rece ,e if he retired with 30 years' service ($2b3,820).

. fhis figure,' is obtained by interpolating between ralues shswn f rr
, the APV of the bonus at age 60, with final compensation Ipv,:ls of

$25,000 and $30,000.

-14-
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Ii. IHOSE WHO RETIRED

There can be little doubt that, as a result the Easay-,4,44-replett-

. Incentivi program, a signlficant number of CSUC enployee., retired.wro wpuld

not have done so otherwise. During the three-month period that the ERI

program was in effeCt, 1,047 -emplogees retired. Even a'ter for

normal retirement activity and the fact that somi'employees postponed their

retiremdnt dates to take adv.antage of the ERI program, It appears that friar,

865 V!) 925 of these represent retirements which would not have occurred 1Q. -

the absence of the ERI program. As a result of*the EPI program, tnen,

retirement activity during the eligibility period incrQased by from 475 to 76)

percent, compared to what might have been expected without the program.-

During the three-month _period that the ERI program was in operation,

there were 9,052 CSUC employees who were age 50 or older. Basedon'a sur-

vey of ihesemploYees, we estimate that between"634 and 1,0501 were in-

eligible for the ERI Program because they lacked the requisite five years.

Of retirement service credit. Consequently, between 8,002 and 8,41$ GSM

employees were eligible for the program,' Thus, the 1,047 Particip.: AS in

the ERI program represent 12-to-13 percent of the _stimated pool of ell-

gible employees.

A. RECENT RETIREMENT TRENDS

Figure 1 shows the trend in average quarterly CSUC retirementc over

the past five years. The figure shows that, during the three months in wtich'

1. 95 percent confidence interval.

-15-
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the ERI program was available (March 27 to June 29, 1980), reti'reiMent acti-

vitysincreased dramatically over that in previous years. As indicated in

the figure, from 1975-76 through 1978 -79, retireifehts averaged 130 to 165

per quarter. During the first nine monthS of 1979-80, average uarterly

ret4rements droppedsAightly, to about 120 per quarter, reflecting the fact

that some employees delayed their retirements in order-to take advantage

of the ERI program. Filially, the figure shows the explosive increase in

retirements that occurred during the period of the ERI program, when 1,047

CSUC employees retired. .

8. OCCUPATIONAL AND RACIAL/ETHNIC COMPOSITION +rte
Of the 1447 CSUC employees 1161 retired under the ERI program,

faculty mehbers represented the largest single occupational group, with 486

'retirees. Secretarial employees, with 169 retirees, constituted the next

largest group, followed by service employeesr'119)-and technical employees

(102.- The numbers of retirees in the three remaining occupational cate-

gories of professional,,skilled crafts, and executive, administrative, and

managerial employees were 69, 55, and 47, respectively.

Whites comprised the sin§lelargest.racial group of retirees,

accounting for 963 (92.0 percent) of the 1,047 participants ip the ERI

program. Of these 963 retirees, about two-thirds were males\and one-third

fec 'es. 81ack=retirees placed a distant Sbcond, accounting for 3:4%per-
,

cent of the total, followed by Asians (2.1 percent), Hispanics (2.0

percent), and Native Americans (0.5 percent).

Table 4 presents information on the occupation, sex, and

racial/ethnic characteristics of the CSUC employees retiring ur.der the

-17-



. . Occupational
Classification

. Faculty

:2. glcretarial/
`Clerical

3. s4rvic4f

Maintenance

.4. Technical/ .

Paraprofefsional

5. Professional'

.5. Stilled Crafts

.7. Executive/Adal/Qm

-10TAL5

Table 4

Occupational, Sexual, and Racial/Ethnic
Characteristics of CSUC Employees Who Retired Under

the Early Retirement Incentive Programs

Total
Ali

Retirees

MALE
FEMALETotal

Kale White Black hispanic
Hatiye

Asian American
'total-

Female White Black Hispanic
Native

Asian American
46.4% 38.4% 37.2% 0.1% 0.3% 0.7% 0.1% 0.0% 7.9% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%
(486) (402) (390) (1) (3) (7) (1) (84) (83) (0) (1) (0) (0)
16.1 2.0 1.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 14.1 13.2 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.2
(169) (21) (17) (2) (1) (1) (0) (148) (138) (2) (5) (1) (2)
11.4 9.5 6.5 1.7 0.6- U.7 0.0 1.9 1.2 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.0(119) (99) (68) (18) (6) (7) (0) (20) (13) (5) (1) (1) (0)

'79.7 3.9 3.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 5.8 5.4 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1
(102) (41)

(38) "(1) (1) (1) (0) (61) (57) (2) (0) (1) (1)6.6 2.9 2.6 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 3.7 3.6 0.1w 0.0 0.0 0.0(69) 00) (27) (2) (0) (1) (0) (39) (38) (1) (0) (0) (0)
5.3 3.0 4.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
(55) (52) (46) (2) (2) (1) (1) (1) (3) (0)- (0) (0) (0)
4.5 4.1 3.9 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0(47) (43) (41) (0) (1) (0) (4) (0)

..' 1_100.0% 65.7% 59.9% 2.6% 1.3%

.(1)

1.8% 0.2% 34.3% 32.1% 1.0%

..(21_

0.7% 0.3% 0.3%(1,047) (688) (627) (26) (14) (19) (2) (359) (336) (10) (7) (3) (3)

2!)



Program. The table shows thatoamong faculty,svirtually all of the 486

retirees were white, comprising fully 97.3 percent of this group. Over

four-fifths of these white retirees were males. Mites also comprised the

vast'major4ty of the 160 secretarial employees who retired; of this group,

_
91.7 percent were white. ID contrast to faculty retirees, 87:6 percent of

all secretariAemployees.who retired were female.;,,

In the remaining five occupatiohal classifica,ioni, whites consti-

tuted 94.8 percent of retirees in the professional or executive,

administrative, and managerial categories, and 81.5 persent of those in the

service, technical, or skilled crafts categories. In addition; the-table

shows that 61.8 percent of white retirees in the former two categories were

male, as were 67.6 percent of those retirees in the latter three categories.

C. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IMPLICATIONS

Table 5 presents the --fame information shown in Table 4, but for all

full-time CSUC employees in 1979. A comparison of this table with Table 4

illustrates the.additional opporinities createdby the.ERI progilam for

achieving affirmative action goals..

The tables shOW that, in-general, white males retired in numbers

dispeoportionate taAbeir sh$te'orgSUC,:empl.byment-in 1979, reflecting the

fact,that the proportio of white males is greater-among older employees.

Thus, the tables show that, while white males represented 49.1 percent of

all fall -time CSUC employees in 1979, they comprised.59.9 percent of the

ERI program participants. The'tables also show that the extent to which

white male retirees are over,represented, in the ERI program varies by occu-

pationtl classification. de/
A



Table 5

Occupational, Sex61,.and qacial/Ethnic
Characteristics of Full-TiMe CSiZ

Employees, 1979a,-- '. '4*-

ct

Total MALE:
, . . ..-,

FEMALE
''

..;,..... ..0.--

. .. .* ..:-..e-i4;------....-:,.--------. '',,.7%
.aii'Fiece- '''.' Occupational All firtar--", . um ve.;* so-r-uleap.-- .24,- - .--. c4

, ,,,
.

.,4
,CrasSification- Employe& Hale' . White- Black 1112vigs, 'Asian American -- Fkale White Black Hispanic Asian -American

*'43.8%, ., --34.6%" ;"313:71. -. 0.8% 0.9%
(11,491) (9,072) (8,055)'' (207) 'x (249)..

Se4aaridii=., 110 1.4 0.9 0,2 .2 '0:2 ,
.

CleriCal (4,953) ISM (245)_ (44) .,(54) ;

:.Servicet, 10.3 8.3. 4.1 1.7 1.6
,Maintenance (2,713)' (2,177) (1,089) (437)'' (409) .

.

. Technical/Para- i(.7 4.3 3.6 0.2 0.3.
professional (2,290) (1,127) (936) '(59) (67)

.Profe'ssional -10.4 5.2 4.0 0.4 0.3
.(2,741) (1,373) (1,054) (104) (87)

. Skil}ed Crafts 2.9 2.9 2.2 0.2 0.3
(770) (750) . (569) (53) . (84)

. Executive/ '4.9 '4.1 3.6 0.2 0.2
Administrative/ (1,2921 (1,077) (941) ,,...011 MI
Managerial

. .

TOMS . . 100.0% 60.8% 49.1% 3.7% 3.8%
(26,250) (15,952) (12,889) (960) \ (1,006)

2.0%
-. (523)

. ;-7, ,

'0.1t -'

pel .

O.I. 0:0.

(28) (5).

0.8 0.1.

(221) (21)

0.2 0.0
(62) (3)

0,4 0.1 .
(109) (19)

, 0.1 0.0

(35) (9)

0.1 0.0
(21) (3)

3.8% 0.4%
(999) (98)

..

400- f .,

, 9.2% 8.1% 0.4%.'

.,
12f- (2-,133)----(94)7--

.13.0 .1.4-47e4
(4,57 ) (3,419) (358). ..

2.. '1.0 0.7
. (536) . (252) (187)

'

4.4 3.6 0.3
(1,163) (943) (66)

, .

5.2 1.2 0.4
(1,363) (1,092) (96)

-

0.1, 0.k 0.0
(20) (18) (0)

0.8 : '' 0.7 0.1
(215) (185) /(15)

: //

39 2% 30,6% 3.1%
(10 98) (8,042) (816)

/

34 S...irce:. California Postsecondary Education Corodssion, "WomenCand Minorities in California Public Postsecondary Education:
Their Employment, Classification, and Compensation, 1977%4979," (Sacramento), March 1981.

r ,

41431arer.. 1 'r

0:3% GA 0.0% . ..,

(85) (95) ' -(11) ,,I. 7

.1.9 1.0- 0.2. , 1

(499) (261) NO *i

0.2
161)

0:2-
(62)

0.3

1

471)

0.0

0.1
_ (34

*2 0.3
(85)

0.4
(95)

0.0

\
0.0

(7)

0.1
(14)

1,0

c1

4T

(1) (0) (1)

/
0.0 *0.0 0.0
(5), (9) (1)

3.0% 2.2% 0.3%
(784) (576) (80)



Among faculty, for example, whfte males comprised 80.2 percent of

the retirees, while representing only 70.1.percent of all CSUC faculty in

1977; the proportion of white- maid faculty retirees is thus over-

represented 12y 14.5 percent. -In contrast, am cretarial empl oyees, the

Iproportiorfof White male retirees is over-represented by 103.4 pertent;

etma3-esvrepresented 4.9, percent of this group in 1977, they

comprisecip.r0.1 percent of those secretarial employees who-retired..

.

A closer examination of Tables 4-and 5 reveals that the oppor,

.tunitiS°1or achieving dramatic increases-in-the percentage representation

of women or racial and ethnic minorities as a result of the ERI program are

limited. The tables-show that the 1,047 CSUC employees who retired under

the ERI program represent only 4 percent of the total 26,250 full-time CSUC

employees in 1979. Of this 4 percent, only about three-fifths were white

males. As a result, even if all of the full-time positions vacated by par-

ticipants.inthe,ERI-program were replaced.by women or minority group mem-.

bers; the proportion of white maleS would decline by only 2,4 percentage

points, to 46.7 percent.

As it turns out, many of the positions vacated by the ERI program

participants have been, or will be, filled by newly-hired white males.
^. 0

Data provided by CSUC on the sex and racial/ethnit composition of 524 per-

manent replacements hired during the first three quart4rs of 1980-81 to

fill, the 948 full-time positions vacated during the ERI program indicate

that about one-third of the new hires are white males.
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Total
Uccupatfonal- All --T-Fil-
Classification -Employees Male White

2. Secretarial/ .

. * CatriCal
.,-'e....-

-
. Service/ '

Maintenance

.....,.I' .

4. Technical/Para-,
professional
. -

.4.

5. Professional

6.' Skilled Crafts

.`)k

7. Executive/

Administrative/
Managerial

TOTALS .

11,491 8,967.0 7,884.5
(- 105.0 -(-170.5)

43.8% 78.0%. 68.6%
(-0.9) (-1.5)

4,953 377.2 235.9
(+1.2) (-8./)

18.9% 7.6% 4.8%

(--) 1-0.2)

2,713 . 2,171.4 1, 0.4

10.3%
(-5.6) (-38.6)
80.0% 38.7%
(-0.2) (-1.4)

2,290 1,131.5 929.5
(+4.5 (-6.5)

8.7% 49.4% 40.6% *
(+0.2) ( -0.3)

2,741 1,367.6' 1,045.7
(-5.4) (-8.3)

10.4% 49.9% 38.2%
(-0.2) .(-0.3)

770 751.8 564.8
(+1.8) (-4.2)

2.9% 97.6% 73.4%
(+0.2) (-0.5)

1,292 1,075.,1 933.3
(r1.9) (-7.7)

.4'.9% 83.2% 72.2%
(-0.1) (-0.6)

26;250 15%841.6 12,645.1
(-110.4) (-243.9)

100.0% 60.3%. 48.2%)
(-0.4) (-0.9)

filble 6

Estimated Affirmative"Action impact of CSUC
Early Retirement incentive Program on

,

Full-Time Employees
(Changes from 1979-ih Parentheses)

MALE

i Native., iota)
-Black Hispanic Asian /(Meridan Female

.
---213.5 283,3 545.1.' 40.7 2,524.0
(+6.5), (+34.3) (+22.1) (+2.7), (+105.0)

1 1.9% -2.5% 4.7% -0.4% 22.0%
(+0.1) (+0.3) (+0:2) (--) (+0.9)

47.6 584 29.2 5.0 4,575.8
(+3.6) (+4.5) (+1.2) (--) (-1.2)
1.0% 1.2% 0.6% 0.1 %' 92.4%

(+0.1) (+0.1) (--) .170:-1- (--)
.4

0

449.4 423.7 223.8 24.1 541.6
(+12.4) (+14.7) (+2.8) (+3.1)

S;50:111 ,,16.6% J 15.6% 8.2% 0.9%
:40.5) ( 1:0.5) (40.1) (+0.1) (+0.2)

60.4 74.2 64.4 3.0 1,158.5 4
(+1.4) ( +7.2) (+2.4) (--) (-4.5)
2.6% 3.2% 2.8% 0.1% 50.6%

(+0.1) (40.3) (40.1) (--) (-0.2)

.

,

105.9 ""° 86.0 111.0 19.0 1,773.4
(+1.9) (-1.60 (+2.0) (--) (+5.4)

,.9% ... 3.1% 4.0% 0.7% 50.1%
(+0.1) (--) (40.1) (--) (+0e2)

54.7 89.3 35.0 , 6.0 18.2
(+1.7) 1+5.3) (--) (-1.0) (-1.8)

4.5% t.0%
.(+0.2) (+0.7) (--). (-0.1) (-0.2)

-

60.7 56.6 2'.6 , 3.0 216.9
1

(+4.7) (+0.6) (+0.61 (--) (f1.9)
4.7% 4.4% 1.7% 0.2% 16.8%

(+0,4) (--) ( - -) ( - -) (+0.1)

99- ? 1,071.6 1,030.1 102.8 10,408.4
(+3,..2) ---(+65.6) -( +31.1) (+4.8) (+110.4)

3.8% 4.1%- 3.9% 0.4% 39.7%
(+0.2) --(+0.2) (+0.1) (--) (+0.4)

'

FrLE
Native

-White Black , Hispanic Asian American
1

2,211.2 101.S' 100.6 .99./ 11.0
(+78.2) ( +7.5) (+15.6) W.7) (--)
19.2% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.1%
(+0.7) (+0.1) (+0.1) (--) (--)

3,394.3 362.7 . 505.3 274.4 29.1
(-24.7) (41.7): (+6.3) (+13.4) (-0.9)
69,5% 7.3% 10.2% 5.5% . 0.8%
(-0.5) (+0.1)* (+o..x) (+0.3) (--)

254.7 189.1 60.4 31.4 -4,- 6.0
1:701 (4.2.1) (-0.6) (+1.4) .. .

7.0% 2.2% 1.2% 0.2
(+0.1) (+U.1) (--) (+0.1) (--)"

co
1

1

1 04
933,1 67.4 64.4 87.6 6.0

1

(-9.9) (+1.4) (+2.4) (+2.6) ,(-I.0)
40,7% 2.9% 2.8% 3.8% 0.3%
(-0.4) (+0.1) (+0.1) (+0.) (--)

1,084.6 96,0 75.9 1024. 14.0
(-7.4) (.=-) (44.9) (+7.9) & (--)
39.6% 3.5% 2.8% 3.8% 0.5%
(-0.3) (-..) (+0.2) (+0.3) (--)

17.2 0.0

(-0.8) (--)

(-0.1) (--)
f

185.3 16.6
(+0.3) (+105)
14.3% 1.3%
'(--1 (+0.1)

8,080.4 S''.-3

(438.4)

30.8%
(+0.1)

0.0 ,- 0.0
..kr.0) (--)

0.0% 0.0%
.(-0.1) (--)

5.0' 9.0

(--) (--)
0.4% 0.7%
(--) (--)

8116 605.0
(+17.S) (+27.6) (429.0)

3.2% 3.1% 2.3%
(+0.1) (+0.1) (+0.1)
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Table 6 presents the estimated affirmative action impacts of the Early

Retirement Incentive progr'am if the sex and racial/ethnic composition of

the total. group of repiitements ultimately hired to fill the 948 full-time

positions vacated during the Early RetirelmeneIncentive program parallels .

that of the E24 replacements hired during the first three quarters of

--1980-81. The table shows that the affirmative action impacts of the ERI

program will be rather limited in terms of the percentage distribution of

employees by sex and racial/ethnic characteristics. In fact, the propor-

tion of the CSUC workforce represented by any particular'affirmative action

category will change by no more than 2 percentage points within any of the

seven occupational classifications noted, and most chinges will be-One-half

of a percentage point or less.

. Among faculty, for example, Table 6 shows that, as a result of the

ERI program, the proportion of white males will decline by a net 1.5 per-

centage points, while the wortions of Hispanic and ASian males will

increase by 0.3 and 0.2 percentage points, respectively. Among full-time

CSUC employees 'in general, the table' shows that the proportion .of white

males will decline by an estimated 0.9 percent points.

Of course, by focustz on changes in the percentage distribution,

this analysis fails to take account of the increase'in the number of

employees in affirmative action categories resulting from the ERI program.

Table 6 alscpresents information on the estimated net changes in the num-

.

bers of positions held by members of each-affirmative action category., The

table shoWs that, after accounting for the sexual and racial/ethnic com-

position of new hires, the number of full-time CSUC positions held by

It A
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white males will decline by an estimated 244, while the number held by mem-

bers of every other category except Native American females will increase

by from 5 (Native American males) Am 66 (Hispanic males), as a result of

the ERI program.

On balance, oar analysis indicates that, by inducing many employees

to retire earlier than they wuld have otherwise, th Early Retirement

Incentive program has created additional opportunities for CSUC to address
.

e

affirmative action goals. At the same time, however, our analysis indica-

tes that the additional opportunities so created are greatly limited by the

small number of positions vacated relative to the total number of positions

. in the CSUC system. Thus, while the ERI program may be viewed as a benefi-

cial adjunct to an existing affirmative action program, it is doubtful

whether the program could be juitified on this basis alone, absent a

demonstration that'is the most cost-effective means to achieve affirmatiVe

actibn goals.
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III. wig EmPLOug RETIRED

A'cursory examination of the results of-the ERI program indicates

that the program sudessfully induced additional emplaces to retire early.

As noted, 1,047 CSUC enployeeS opted-to retire during the three-month.eli.:

gibility period, whereas in previous years only about 150 employees would

Ahave been expected to ,retire a similar tulle period.

*

Yet, it Is not clear that all of the 900 oeso addiadhal retire-
.

ments which occurred betweenJMarch 27 and June 29,,1.30 were a direct %.

result of the Early Retirement jncehtive program.. Some of these retire-,
ments may-have been due, at leastin part4, to the climate of 'uncertainty

surroundirig,the possible pagaie of PropiOsition 9 in June 1980.. TO pri-

mary motive.ion for impilemehting the,ERI p rogram was, after all,. to mini- r

mile thd number of layoffs which might have.resutted.hadPedposition.9 been

approved. It i s, likely, therefore, that at least some employees opted for

retireme in order to 'mitigate the impacts of the ocpsible laxoffs----1;
,3 4

either on the eligible employee himself or on his.coTleagues.

A. SURVEY OFitSGIBLE EMPLOYEES

4. In are attempt to identify the factors which were most responsible
e

for the participation of CSUC employees in the Early Retirement Incentive

grogram, the Legislative Apalyst's Office surveyed a sample of CSUt

employees who were eligible for early retirement. The survey questionnaire

(included in Appendix A) was sent to a group of 1,029 CSUC employees,

representing a one-eighth, randor sample of all full-time CSUC employees,

not on leave,-who were age,50 or older as of June 29, 1980.
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Because the response rate tc this survey was quite good; we may he

confident of the va-Jidity of the conclusions discusse,7. be qw. Of the 1,029

queitic;nnaties distributed, 484 (4710 percent) were returoed.complete, 102

(9.9 percent) were returned partially amplete, and 360 (3io.8 perCent) were

oqt returned. Theibalance, 83 questionnaires, was either not deliverable

or was sent to individuals who had less than five years' retirement- service
.

credit and, hence, were ineligible floe tke ERI program.1 A ter-. '-Ai

description tf the survey methodology, is presented in Append-ix 4.

The first fact establilhed by the stirveY.is that the overwhelmfng.

majority"of CSIJC employees eligible for the Early Retirement Incenttve

program were aware of the program's existence: over'98 percen; of those

;

responding indicated. hat they were aware of the ERI program. Ms, it is

- s
fair to conclude that the tuccess of the ERI program it at least
.

.

attributable to the.high level o dwareness among eligible employees of the
. .. . .

options presented by the program.

A second objective of tne Legislative Analyst's survey was to ascer-

tain when employees.would have retired, had the ERI prOgram not been

available. To this end, ERI program participants were asked to indicate" .
wflen they would have retiree, if the benefits 'Of the 'Program had not been

. ,

available. In addition, employees who were eligible for the ERI progra-1

but who chose not to retire %pre asked to indicate.when they planrie4 to e.0

. -177Ki7W571-Ce of the statistical soundness of the sampling procelur:,,

the sample percentage of those who rftireo under the ER! prova6,1 is 11.4
percent/.:With a 95-percent -confidence interval encoTpassing:the range
8.7 percent to 14.1 percent. -ne actual participation rate for the
group of'8,?26 full-tithe empoyees from .with the sample was drcy,in Is

12.8 percent -- well within theconflaence interv31 noted.

40
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s04, l'nterestfingy, most employees who'retired underthe program indicated

that t.'.,zy would have retired in three years or less. -Conversely, most

employees who did not take adVantage of the ELI program indicated planned

retirement dated that were more than three years away. Responses to this

quegtion are presented in Table 7. .,

Table I

ReTationship,Between Planned Retirement
Date and Participation in

Earl); Retirement Incentive Program

FACULTY NON-FACULTY

ERI Participant? ERI Participant?

Yes No Yes No

,

Years to Planned Years to Planned
ketiremen;. Oate Retirement Date

3 or less. 65.4% 20.3% 3 or less 97:4% 30.1%
(17)

(`1) (37) (71)

More than.3 , 34.6 79.7. More than 3 2.6 69.9
, .. ....-2,1_ (200) :1) (165) A

T6tals 100.0% 100.0% Totals 100.0% 100.0%,
,(26) (251) (38) (236)

. Table 7 shows that 65.4 percent of the faculty who retired under

the rarly Retirement incentive program, had intended to retire in three

years or less, while 79.7 percent of the non-participating faculty did not

intend to retire for at leait three years. Among non-faculty, the correla-

tion between participation in the ERI program and the employee's planned

. retirement date is even more striking: fully 97.4.percent of the non-
.

faculty who retired under the ERI program indicated that they would have

retired in the next three years anyiay.
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L.:,,--
r-- ... under the ERI program. Employees who actually retired under the ERI
4e

program were asked to rate the importance of four factors in influencing

Finally, the Legislative Analyst's survey attempted to elicit respbn- 1:1

ses on the importance of spectfic factors affecting retirement behavior

their decisions to retire; Cl) the financial incentive of the two years'

- , extra retirement service credit, (2) the possibility of receiving no salary
L:-
[;-,-
r , increase if Proposition 9 passed, (3) the desire to avoid the layoff, .

k
F'-'''`'-

.--tWiT, o-r-deMotionof one's colleagues if Proposition 9 passed, and (4)

He-
the desire to avoid one's own layoff, transfer, or demotion if Proposition

e , 9-pasted. Results of the survey are presented in Table 8. .

Table 8 shows that, of the four factors mentioned, the most'impor-
.

tant was the value of the two years' extra retirement service credit. As

- the table indicates, fully 82.3 percent of the faculty and 87.8 percent of
a

_ -

r

the non-faculty who participated in the ERI program felt that this incen-

tive was "imponant" or "very important" in their decisions to retire when

they. did.

Rat4d.next in importance by the respondents to the survey was the

desire to avoid the layoff of one's colleagues. This factor, however, was

rated "important" or "very important" only about half as 'frequently as the

value of the early, retirement bonus. Of the faculty, A3.7 permit said

that the desire to avoid the layoff Of one's colleagues was "important" or

very important" in their decisions to retire, while 48.3 percent of the

non-faculty gave this factor similar ratings.

The third most important factor reported by the respondents was tne

possibility of receiving no salary increase If Proosltion 9 h,14 pissed,
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Factors Influencing CSUC
Employees' Decision to Participate
fn Early Retirement Incentive Program

Financial ikentive of two. years
extreretirenent service credit

a) Faculty
Non-faculty

c) All-employees

2. Desire to avoid layoff, transfer,
or demotion bf colleagues had
_Proposition 9 sassed

b) Konrfaculty
Faculty..

crAll employees

3. oossibility of receiving no
salary increase had
Proposition 9 passed

(a) Faculty
(b) Non-faculty
(c) All enpioyees

4. possibility of receiving layoff
notice had Proposition 5
passed

(a) Faculty
(b1 Non-faculty
(c) All employees

lie

Imporfa t Important
Slightly
Important

Not Important
at All

52.9%
*1.6%
58.2

15.6%
1 8

12.5%
10.3

-11.5

6.3%
7.1

6.7

(18)

(21)

(39)

(5

(4

(9

(4)

4.3)

(7)

(2)

(2)

(4)

29.4%
24.2t

26.9

28.1%
34.5
31.1

12.5%
17.2
14.8.

6.3%
10.7
8.3

(10)

(8)

(18)

(9)

(10)

(19)

R)
(5)

(9)

(2)

(3)

(5)

14.7%
6.1

10.4

21.9%
13.8
13.0

37.5%
20.7
29.5

6.3%
17.9
11.7

(5)

(2)

(7)

(7)

(4)

(11)

(12)

(6)

(18)

(2)

(5)

(7)

2.9%.
6.1
4.5

34.4%
37:9
-26.1

37.5%,

51.7
44.3

81.3%
64.3
73.3

(1)

(2)

(3)

(11)

( 11)

(22)

(12)

(15)

(27)

(26)

(18)

(44)
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although the majority of the responden..s did not feel that it was of much

importance. Only 25.0 Percent of, the faculty and 27.5 percent of the non-

aculty respondents rated this factor "important" or "very important" in

their retirement decisions.

Least importaiit of the four factors was the desiri to avoid one's

own -layoff. This result is not surprising, given the seniority enjoyed by

masrt C employees whowould hue-been-contemplating retirement. It is

interesting to note that this factor was rated less-important among faculty

than non-faculty respondents, With 81.3 percent of the former rating it

"not important at all" compared to 64.3 percent of the latteri The reason

for this difference undoubtedly relates to the additional employment

security conferred on senior faculty by the tenure process.

'In summary, the survey results indicate that the two years' addi-
e

tional service credit bonus offer I by the ERI prograrrp significantly

influenced the retirement decisions of the vast majority of the early

retirees. Other factors (relating to the possible impacts of Proposition

9), while of importance to some of theretirees, were subjectively rated as

providinc "such less of an incentive to retire early.

B. DETERMINANTS OF RETIREMENT BEHAVIOR

While ,availability of the Early Retirement'Incentive program appears

tohavehad a strong effect on the retirement decisions of many CSUC

employees, also apparent that other factors are of equal or greater

importance in determining retirement behavior. The likely determinants of

retirement behavior include such factors as an employee's age, his salary,

and the value of his retirement annuity, in addition to the availability

4 4
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of the ERI program. It is the purpose of this section to explore the signifi-

.

canoe of these and other-factors in influencing the retirement decision, as

a prelude to the constructiorOof a formal model of retirement behavior.-

An appropriate point of departure in the analysis of retirement

behavior is to examine the factors which influenced the retirement deci-
.

. sions of CSUC employees.who were eligible for the ERI program during .phe

three-month period in whit it was offered. Variables which contribute

signi.fteantTy to explaining-mittrEment-tehavior include the employee's age,

his salary, and the APV of his retirement annuity. Such factors as the

employee's net assets (equity value^of home plus savings or investments,

minus indebtednbss) , health (days' of ,work missed due to illness in'the past

year) sex, marital status, and race were:.tested and found to have little,

or no explanatory power.2

Perhaps the most logical choice for a determinant of an employee's

retirement behavior is his age. hid,,indeed, there is a significant dif-

.

ference between the average age of thosefemployees who retired during the

ERI program and
%
those who did not. 'The average age of those who retired

was just under 62 years; for those who did not retire, the average age was

slightly under 56-years. This six-year difference, moreover, irgghly

t
significant in astatistical sense;3- the odds are:greater than 1,000 to 1,'

that this difference is attributable to chance.

2. In the case of the variable me'asuring net assets, the lack of explana-

tory Bower may have been due, at least in part, to a lack of good data.

-Many 0-the employees ,surveyed were reluctant to supply information

about their assets.

3. t-statistic ='10.66,' level of significance = 0.000 (2-tail test with

Z47
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nother way of looking at the effect of agl on retirement behavior

is:shown in Table 9,'whicbliS a crosstabulation of age and retirement
.

behavior.

.7..

Table 9
.

'et

RelatiOnshiplietween, Age and
Participation' in Early Retirement Incentive Program

to 59'

6O'to 64

65 or (Ater

Totejs

. .

Fable 9 shows that, for both faculty and non4aculty, there is a

FACULTY
. -NOU-FACULTY.. ... ,

. .

ERI Participant? .

ER4:'articipani?

.Yes
. 1115-

A.9-2

36% .413.6%_ 50 to ,54
(1) (115) ,

. _

'14...3-. .36.4 -. 55 to 59
-(4). 7 ,..7.(96)

.7.3. ..- ...16.3
60 to 64

(16)- - (43)

25.0 3.8 65,or.,ivir
47) , (10) .

100.0% 100:0%. Totals
(28) ..,(264) .

Yes No

37.5%
(94)

.

43.8
(110) :

15.'9

,(40).

2.8

(7)

2.6%
(1)

15.8
(6)

52.6

(20)

28.9
(11):

100.6%
(38)

100.0%
(251)

G

strong positive
associetionetWeen one's age and his decision to retire.*WT..

Thus, while 82.1 percent of the faculty whciparticipated in the ERI program

were age 60 or older; only'
2.0.1 percent of the faculty whO did not par=

ticipate were in this age group. Non-faCulty exhibited similar behavior:

81.5 percent of the ERI participants were ,ge 60 or older,.while only .18.7

percent of the non - participants were in this age group.

9 a'
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-Table,9 als6 shows that verrfew of the participants in the Early

Retirement Incentive program retired extremely "early." Among faculty, for

example,-about three-fdurths of those eligible for the ERI program were

aged 50.to 64; yet fewer than.one-fifth of the faculty retirements occurred-

in this age range. The results presented in the table thus reinforce the

observation that ERI program participants did not retire significantly

earlier than they would have if the program had not been established.

Value of Annuity

the second significant determinant of retirement behavior is the

Actuarial Present Value (APV) of the retirement annuity. As described

earlier' in this analysis, the Aptuarial rresent Value translates a stream
-'.

of future annuity payments into a single, current dollar amount. It,is

---01474W6Unt whith, if deposilesLitthe_time,...aLan_eutOvee-Iset-i-r-Caant,

:would be just sufficient .to paythat.eMployee's retirement benefits over

his remaining expected lifetime.

The APV's of -the annuities (including the two years' service Credit.

boncis) to -which eligible employees were entitled encompassed'a wide range:

from .1ss than $15,000 tp greater than $35Pig00.- Among participants in the

ERI program, the average APV of 'the annuity was slightly over $128,000;

among thbse who did not retire, it was just Under $100,000. Again, this

-difference is statistically significant.4

4. t-statistic = 2.61, level of signifitance = 0.011 (2 tail test with 65 d.f.).

-
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Interestingly, the value of the annuity seems to have been a more

important consideration to faculty members than to non-faculty. As Table

10 shows, among faculty there is a strong positive association between the

APV of the annuity and participation in tlie'ERI program. Thus, while 40

percent of those who opted to retire had-annuities with a total APV of
Ikedo.

$200,000 or more; only 16 percent of those who retired had annuities with

APV's of less than $100,000. Conversely, among faculty who aid not retire,

only 9.2 percent would have received an annuity of $200,000.Vr more.

Table 10

Relailionthip Between Actuarial Present Value of-
Annuity and Participation in Early Retirement

Incentive Program

FACULTY NON-FACULTY

ERI Participant?

APV of AnnuitxL Yes

Less than r 16:0%
$100o00 (4)

$100,000 to . , 44.0
$199,999 ' (11)

$200,000 or 40.0
more (10)

Totals 100.0%
(25)

No

40.2%
-116i)

50.6

(127)

9.2

_221_

100.0%
(251)

APV of Annuity

Less than
$100,000

$100,000 to
$199,999

$200,00O or
more

Totals

Yes No

66.7%, /7.5%

(22) (186)

21.2 15.8
. (7) (38)

. 12.1 647

(4) ILL_

100.0% 100.0%
(33) (240)

With non-faculty, the association between the APV of the annuity and

the employee's retirement behaior, is,still present, but in a weaker form.

Thus, 12.1 percent of those who retired were entitled to annuities with

APV's of $20,000 or more, compared to 6.7 percent of those who dia not

retire.
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Final Compensation

The third significant determinant of retirement behavior among CSUC

employees is the employee's final compensation (the average annual salary

received during the most recent three years): Because the relationship

between the employee's final compensation and his retirement behavior is

not readily apparent in the kind of simple crosstabufations shown for the

other two factors, none is presented here. Rather, the relationship bet-
.

ween final%compensation and retirement behavior emerges only when other

important variables are "controlled," or held constant.

The employee's final compensation is, nevertheless, a significant

determinant of retirement behavior: holding age and the value of the

annuity constant; an employee is less likely to retire, the greater is his
_

final compensa tion.5 This inverse relationship reflects the fact that, in

orderto retire, the employee must give up-the-compensation which he is

currently earning. And, the greater hiS'compensation, the larger is the

.u'opportunity cost" associated with leaving his current employment.

Insummary, then, the thi'ee factors of age, final compensation, and
.

the value of the retirement annuity are all significant in explaining dif,

ferences in retirement behavior among,employees who were eligible for the CSUC

Early Retirement Incentive program. Fuethei, in comparing'retirement behavior

during 'the periodin which the ERI program was operational with that of

previous years, it is apparent that the presence of the ERI program was a.
,..

,'

5. Results of analysis of retirement behavior (described below)
indicate that, when variables measuring age, the value of the annuity,
and the presence of the ERI program are controlled, the coefficient of
the variable measuring final compensation fs negative and statistically
significantly different froM zeeo. t-statistic = - 12.21, level of
significance ='0400 test' with.904 d.f.)..
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fourth significant faCaTiiiiiiTTilencirl6'the retirement decision. Still

unanswered, however, is the important question of the relative contribu-

tio.6 that each of these four factors makes in influencing retirement behavio.

'To answer this questfon, it is necessary to comparq'rettrerunt behavior

under the ERI program with that during a similar period when the ERI program

was not available. Then, with.the assistance of a formal model of retirement

-behavior, the influence of each of the four factors may be analyzed-

C. RETIREMENT BEHAVIOR MODEL

The model of retirement behavior used irf this 'analysis6 is based on

data comparing the retirement behavior of 433 full -time employees who were

eligible.to retire during the Early Retirement Incentive program (Ma--h 27 -

sto June 29, 1980) with that of 475 full-time-employees who were elig,Jle to

a

retire during the same-period of the previous year. The 908 employees

represent a random sample'of approximately one-fourteenth of those

employees who were eligible td retire in each of the two years and who were

covered by Social :Security.

Using a powerful statistical method of curve-fitting, termed logit

analysis, the relative contributions of the four primary factors

influencing retirement behavior -- awe, final compensation, value of the

retirement annuity, and availability of the ERI program -- may be

entified. Essentially, the legit technic.!e uses information on observed

retirement behavior and the values of the explanatory variables to estimate

mo e s specification derives 1:rgely from that of a similar model
of retirement behavior among older workers. See Richard V. Burkhauser?
"The Pension AcceptancelDecision of Older Workers," Journal of Human
Resources, XIV, (Winter 1979), pp. 63-75.

ti

.1%
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the mathematical relationship which bdst predicts the probability that any

employee will retire, given the values of the explanatory variables.

for that employee.

In an attempt to explain the retirement behavior of CSUC employees,

various combinations of nine explanatory variables were tried. These

included, in addition to the four primary determinants of retirement beha-
elo

viornoted earlier, information on the employee's' net assets, health, sex,

!marital status, and race. -Like the results reportedearlier, those of the

tlogit model showed.that the four mimary determinants of age, final

,Compensation, the APV of the retirement annuity, and the presence of the

ERI program were of particular importance' in the retirement decisiph. In

fact, using just thesefour variables, the model successfully predicts

retirement behavior in fully...94 percent_of theindividual_cases on-which it
AO

Is basedTzt7an extraordinarily high level of predictive success.

Figure 2 shows 'the estimated probabilities ,of retirement at ages

60, 65, and 70 for CSUC employees'cOvered by Social Security whose salary

-

is $24,000 per year. The figure illustrates several pointt. First,

employees at the specified salary level ($24,000 per year) are more likely

to retire (1) the older they.are and (2) tho greater is the value of the

total retirement annuity, expressed as an Actuarial Present Value. For

example, an employee who was 60 years old, with a salary of $24,000 and a

retirement annuitkelqual to $50,000 (APV) would have had an estimated pro-

bability of retirement under the ERI program of 2.0 percent; if his retire-,

1. A successful prediction is defined as one in which either: (1) the logit
model predicts 'a probability of retirement greater than ort equal to 50
percent and the employee actually retires or (2) the logit model predicts
a probability of retirement less than 50 percent and the employee
actually doesoiot retire.
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rent annuity were $100,000, his probability of retirement would have been

10.5'percentirand if his retirement annuity were $200,b00, his probaoility

of retirement would haVe teen 79.0 percent:

SeCond, Figure 2 shows that the amount of incentive provided by the

ERI program (that is, the increase in the probability of retire. .t) varies

depending on'the probability that the employee would have retired even If

the program had not been established.8 Where the probability is either log

or high, the additional incentive provided by the program istsmall, it is

greatest where the employee's probability of retirement is near 50 percent;

Consider the case of a 65-year-old employee earning $24,000, whose

retirement annuity without the ER1 program has an APV of about 5100,000.

Given these values, his estimated probability of retirement is only about 5

percent. With the ER1 program in effect, he,would be eligible for a bonus

which would increase the APV of his annuity by about $11,000. This increases

the probability of retirement by about 17 peftentage points, to apprcximate-

ly 22 percent.

8. Matnematically, the increase in.the_ probability of retirement assuciated
with the ER1 pftgram is given'by the,foliowing equation:

4 P g (1.26 + 0.03463x) [P(1 P))

where P is an employee's probability of retirement without the ER1 program
and x is the value of the two years' additional retirement service credit,
in thouiands of dollars.
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Suppose instead that the employee's annuity were worth !I75,000.

The value of the bonus, which is dependent only on the employee's age and

his final compensation, is still worth abut 511,000, In this rase,

homever, the increase in the employee's probability of retirement induced.

by the Eli! program is much greater_ whereas his pre-ERI program probability

of retirement is about 42 percent, wi6 the ER! program Tn,effect, it is

about 79 percent -- an increase of approximately 37 percentage points.

\,Finally, r'igure 2 illustrates a general c aracteristic of air

,!ogit. curves -- they are steepest at to point where the probability of
,

iVtirement equals 50 percent. This, in turn, implies that the increase or

decrease in tne probability of retirement associated with a change in

vf the explanatory variables (in this case, the APV of the retirement

annuity), greatest for an employee who is relatively,indifferent between

retiring'now or later. In other words, this thap& means that, if an

employee's mind is already made up about retirement, a slight change in one

or another of the oeterminants noted is not going to change his chances of

retiring very much. If, on the other hand, he is "sitting on the fence," a

relatively small change n one of the determinants (such as the addition of-

S11,000 in retirement annuity) will have a marked effect or the probability

tht ne will retire.
`

IFFLCT OF THE ERI r OGR

The, results of the retirement behavior r:ode l clearly indicate that

tne CSIA: 'Zarly Retirement Incentive or-0gram had a duat'i7Tatt on rettrenent

behavior. First, by offering an enOoyee 46 increase in the value 'jf

retIrec'ent vinJity, program Increased the proOdollity

4
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would retire by the "normal" arnount'associated with changes in annuity ,

valve. Secorid, the ERI program caused a direct increase in the probability

of retirement, quite apart from that which might normally have been

expected to occur as a result of the increase.in annuity value. DOS is

apparent because, even after controlling` for an employee's age, his final

compensationand the value of his retirement annuity (including, where'

appropriate, the value of the early retirement bonus), there is a signifi-

cant difference between the retirement behavior of thos_ eligible to retire

between March 27 and June 29, 1979 and that of ',nose eligible during the

same period in 1980, when the ERI program was in effect.

Why should the -acly'Retii.ement Incentive program have this addi-

tional impact on retirement behavior, independent of the effect associated

with changes in annuity value? Quite simply, the ERI program had this

additional impact because the program was offered for a limited time only,

on an "all or nothing," "take it or leave it basis. CSUC employees knew

that if theidid not take advantage of the ERI pr:ogram when im was

available, they might not have another chance to do so. On the other hand,

had the ERI program been offered on a permanent basis (that is, had

retirees been given automatically two years' additional service credit,

irrespective of when they retired), then one would have expected to see

virtually all of the program's impact through the normal effects of

changes in annuity value on retirement behavior. To reiterate, the ERI

program had a significant positive impact on retirement behavior, irrepen-

dent of that which would otherwise have been associated with changes in

annuity value, as a direct result of the program having been offered on a

limited time basis, with little or no chance afJ.epetition ip the near future.

PI-4.-
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It would clearly be incorrect to conclude that, if the Early

Retirement Incentive program were adopted on a permanent basis, or even

offered with predictable frequency, high participation rates'similar to

those observed-under the original program could be sustained, for two

.

reasons. First, once the most likely candidates for participation in the

ERI program have retired, it will take some time for theeligibility pool

to,build uptagain. The situation is *somewhat analogous to a pressure

Booker in which a valve is opened. At first, thPe is a great outrush of

steam and pressure, but if the valve,is opened too wide for too long, the

escapine pressure1is slight. The second reason why such high participation

rates could not be sustained relates more to human nature: if an ERI

program were offered, say, every year, each eligible employee would have

much less of an incentive to retire during any given eligibility period.

In conclusion, then, there can belittle doubt that.the "now or

never" aspect of the CSUC Early Retirement Incentive program contributed

greatly to its success in inducing additional employees to retire during

the three-month eligibility period of March 27 to June 29, 1980.

S.



IV. FISCAL IMPACT OF. THE CRf PROGRAM

One of'the most impokant, and cerLainly the most difficult,

question regarding the impact of the Early-Retirement Incentive program,
. .

concerns the prograM's net fiscal impact: did the ERI program "pay for

itself"? To;enswer this question, it is necessary to know' something about

'when the Oarticipantsin the program would have retired, .had the ERI option

not been available. If it is possible to predict with some certainty the

probability that an,employee wfll retire daring a given year, this infor-

mation may then be used to simulate what retirement behavior would have

been, both with and without th ERI program; Then, if the estimated total

cost of compensation without the ERI program exceeds the total cost of can-

,

pensation with the program by more than the cost of funding the two years
-

extra retirement service credit offered as an incentive, it-may be

concluded that the ERI program "pays.for itself.'

A. DIRECT COSTS

The primary direct cost associated with the ERI program is the cost

of the two years' additional retirement service credited to program par-

tic-parts. As noted earlier,t1,047 CSUC employees opted to retire under

the ERI program; of these, 486 were faculty and 561 were non-faculty. .

The total costs of funding the early retirement bonuses for ' se employees

amounted to approximately $11.1 million, with about $6.6 millioh attrfbUt-
..

able to faculty and $4.5 million attributable to nen-faculty retirements.

The average cost per retiree of fonding the bonus thus equalled about

$13,600 for faculty and 58,000 for non-faculty,

-43-
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Under the terms of the legislation which created the Early

Retirement Incentive program (Chapter 656, StatUtes of 1979), the full,

costs of funding the additional two years service credit !Muses had to be
.

'paid by.CSUC. in June 1980i 'CSUC-paid the total amount due the State

Teachers' Retiremeht System ($292,444) and f4.0 miflion of the $10.4

million due the Public' Employees' Retirement System. .In April 1981, the

systempaid the remainde7due'PERS, $6,395,497, plus $324,060 in interest

charges calculated at a 6.6 percent annual rate. These transactions are

summarized in Table 11.

I

A

3.

Table: 1:1

Summary of'Early RetiNment
incentive Program-Funding

Paid the Public Employees' Retirement System

A. Two years' service credit_

1. Initial payment $ 4,000,OOO
2. Final payment ,-6,395,497

8. Interest @'6.6i (7/1/80 -M31/81) 324,060

C. Administrative charges 86,480
4

Subtotal $10,806,037

TOTAL

k.

Paid the State Teacher's Retirement System 292,444

_ $11,098,481

,



'NET FISCAL IMPACT

In the followihg analysis, the net fiSealimpact of the ERI program

is estimated separatefy, fir faculty'and non-faculty positions, for two

,reasons. First, while Earlylltirement Incentive -type programs are, at

least Tip principle, applicahleto various employee groups, such.programs

arse likely to be of par6Cular Interet to institutions of, higher education

r
which are seeking ways of increaSing turnover among faculty. One analyst

of college and -sity early retirement systems, Dr. Carl V. Pattonof

the University of Illinois; describes the plight of higher edupation insti-

tutions in the following terms:

Academia's interest in 'early retirement and mid-
career change programs derives to a large extent from
the budgetary and.manpower gfoblemS now faced by many
co'.' eges and universities. During the so-called
"steady- state," sore colleges and universities will
find that they,are Ole to hire-few young professors --
the very people upon whom they depend substantially
for new ideas and rijuvenation. The problem willbe.
particularly acute for institutions with large per-
centages of tenured Ifaculty member's, Schools

experienCin9 slow or.,n9 grgwth,'and those 'having few'
retirements: These institutions may find that they

."are unable to responcrto enrollment shifts and other
changing. demands. Furthermorg, the steady-state and
low turhover may make tt difficult for a,universitY
to increase the number of Womenvand minority faculty
members at a rate it'-considers desirable.1

,
.0

'The second- reason for analyzing separately the fiscal- impact of the-

ERI program on faculty positidhs relates to certain practical considerations
v

involved in simulating "retirement behavior smong CSUC employees. First,

the fiscP.4implicationt of the 'Egr program are likely to differ greatly for

aw

T7tirrItton, Academia in Transition, (Cambridge, Mass.: Abt Books),
1979, p. 5.
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faculty versus. other CSUC employees. Because the salary range between an

entry -Ievel assistant professor and a full professor at the top stevis

much greater than the salary, range for any other'occupation within the'

CSUC system; the replacement of.i faculty,position vacated by .retirement

with a new hire at the entry.level is likely to result in considerably more

savings than, say, rep)acing-a senior clerical worker with his entry- levels.;

counterpart.- Second, data such as age andsalary distributions, which are
. .

necessary for the constructin of a simulation model, are readily available,

I. FACULTY

As noted above, the appropriate method for evaluating the fiscal

f-

: impact of the Early Retirement Incentive program is to Compare the costs of

compensation both with and ithout the program. To fully account for the

longer-run as well as the rrent fiscal effects of the ERI program, the: .

comparison should cover projected costs several years into the future. If

total estimated compensation,costs without the ERI program exceed,those

with the Oi-ogram by more than the cost of funding the additional.two years

,pfs'retirement service credit, then the program-has generated ret savings to

the state.

The following simple model of faculty retirement behavior is

intended to Clarify the steps involved in making these comparisons.

a. 'Simple Model of Faculty Retirement

Suppose that* the ERI program induces a protelsor_earning $30,000 per

year to retire in the cprrent year and that he is replaced by an entry-
,

level assistant professor earning $18,000 per year. Further suppose that
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the new professor is expected to 'rethain in the CSUC system for 10 years.

Wharare the saving's to the sY'stem, if any, resulting from the full

prolessor'searly retirement?

g 3 and 4 illustrate the savings'to,.the CSUC for this one.

resents the cost to the.system over the next ten years

ot; thelstistant professor: 'The graph assumes that his salary will

inemasd,
,

average'; by 11. percent per year due to merit steps and cost of
.

living increAes. -Figure 4 shows what the System world havespent over the

next ten year in the absence of the full prcifessor's early retirement.
. .

'The graph assumes that, wert-the ERI program not available, the professor

would have retired ih,three years. The graph also assumes that, over these

-. three years, ttie professor's salary would have increased by 6 percent

'year, because he is eligible only for cost of:living adjustments. Finally,

Figure 4 assumes that wMn--the-prefessov-tetires, he is replaced by an

assistant professor earning $21,438 (that is, the old entry -level salary of

318i000 inflated for three yeal's at 6-percent per year). ;The assistant,

professor's pay increases thdreafterty 11 percent per year.

The savings attributable to the professor's early retirement art
calculated by subtracting the shaded area in FigUit 3 from that in Figure

4. If the resulting dollar amount is greater-than-the cost tithe CSUC
. .. .

.system of funding the professor's extra two years of retirement setvice

credit, then the ERL-prO:gram has generated net savings.
A

.. , r

ti
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IZthe example just'presented, the savings in compensation costs

attributable to the ERI prograin equal S4,248. That is, compensation) costs

9unddr the program are $4,248 less than they would have been without the

program. In order to calcdlate the net, cost of the'ERI program aaociated

with this position, the cost of the two years' service credit bonus-must be

subtracted from the savings in compensation. .If the resulting dollar-

anima is positive, then the ERI program has generated net savings for this

position. In Order to determine whether the ERI program as a whole has

"paid for itself," similar calculations must be made for each of the posi-

tions vacated under the program, and the total net cost or savings tallied.

Note that, order to evaluate the cost or savings attributable to

the.ERI program, lt is necessary to analyze'the retirement behavior only of

those positions which were vacated by retirees under the ERI program. The

reason is straightforward: if an employee did not choose to retire during

the three-month eligibility period the ERI program was in effect (and thus

declined to take advantage of the "bonus"'which it afforded), he most cer-

tainly would not have retired during this same period, had the ERI program

not been in effect. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that tivetirement

behavior of these employees in the absence of the ERI program (and the

costs associated with their positions) would have been the same as that

during the. program. Consequently, these compensation costs may be ignored

in analyzing the fiscal impact of the ERI program.

b. Limitations of Simple Model

A little reflection on the simple model just desbribed reveals some

serious limitations. First, how is one to determine the number of years
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that the early retiree would ha4 remained in the CSII system, had the ERI

.7

program not been available? Second, hoii is one to determine(

years.that a new employee will remain in the system?- And, finally, how

nibor of

.does one determine theinew employee's salary? .

Further reflection on these crucial parameters indiCates that each

is not strictly Hdetprmined" but, rather, is characteriied by a

probability of occurrence. That is, it is mit possible say,

example, tbit in the absence of the.ERI l'crogram a given iployee

definitely have retired in exactly three years. .It may be possi

with some degree of confidence, however, that to the absence of

,

program, this particular employee's probability of retfrelient wi
. ...t .. .... y . ,

year would have been, say, 20percent; within two years, 50 pert

certain

for

At
bTe o state

the ER!

thin one

ent, and so

forth, where such probabilities are a function of the employee's age,

salary, and the value of his retirement annuity. Similarly, it may be

possible to calculate the probability that a newly-hired employee will

leave the CSUC at any given point in.time, based on smchthardcteristici.

Indeed, this is_the approach which is taken in the simulation model used in .

this analysis, described below.

The problem of determining the new employee's sal'ary is a bit more

complicated because of the correlation.between an eMpToyee's'age and his

salary -- the older he is, the higher his salary is likely to be. One

solution, which again is-used in the simulation model, is to pick the new

employee's age based on the actual age distribution of newly-hired, full-

time faculty within CSUC. Then, the new employee's salary may be picked'

from a table giving the actual average salary, paid faculty members of a

given age. This approach has the added advantage of elininat,ng the need

-50-
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for assumptions regarding a rate of salary increaserfor .various empjoyees,

tf it may be assumed instead that thd relationship between faculty members'
.

ages and their salaries will remain fairly constant over the period

examined. Then, whenever an employee's age ijcreases, his salary may be

increased according to the ag-salary relationship described in the table.

c. -...._itioDescrieFacult Simulation Model

The faculty simulation model used in this analysis, then, builds on

the simple model described earlier, while avoiding the simple model's limi-

tations just noted. In brief, the coMpater-based model calculates esti-

.mated compensation? costs for 221 fall -time faculty positions3 vacated

during the ERI program, for two cases: (1) with the ERI program in effect

and (2) without the ERI prowram. Costs are projected for a period of rif-

teen years in each case, and the cost difference compared. In addition,

the simulation model keeps a record of the costs of the two yea s' additional

service credit so that the net cost of the ERI program may be evalua

The computer simulation model begins by calculating the 15 year pro-

jected costs of the affected faculty positions under the assumptjon that
. (

the ERI program is in effect. First; the computer "throws the dice"

(generates a random number) and:uses this information to pick the age of

the newly-hired faculty member from a table giving the actual age distribu-

tion of recently-hired faculty. Next, the computer picks the employee's

2. Unlike the simple model described earlier, the faculty simulation model
, calculates total compensation.p4ts (i.e., salary plus fringe benefits)

associated'wTth each positign:' The cost of benefits is calculated at
26 percent of the employee's salary. .

.

3.' Although 329 full-time- faculty positions were vacated during the period
the ERI, program was ih effect,, data necessary for the simulation mo4,1
were available for only 221 of these.
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salary from a table relating age to average salary.4 Based on the

employee's age, salary, and years of service credited to PERS, the

Actuarial Present Vane of the rebrement annuity he would receive by

retiring in the current year is calctilated.5 Then, the employeeta proba-

bility sf separation fron the CSUC system in the current year is calculated

(as described below). Next, the computer generates another rando- ow-Z-,er

and, based on this figure and the probability of separation just

calculated, decides whether the employeeleaves the CS0c,syste7.

employee leaves, the computer generates a random number to pick the de of

another new hire, and the process begins again. If the employee dee: not

leave, the cost of his salary and benefits is tallieg, th,e. couht*rs keeping

track of the year simulated, the employee's-age, and b's years of Ser1V1Ce

credited to PERS all advance by one, the e4ltyee's salary is increases

accordingly; and the process begins anew.

This process of simulating faculty behavior with the RI progran

continues for fifteen years 0' projected costs, at which point the -3ce:

has calculated the projected costsiassoclated with just the first of rare

221 faculty pdsitions simulated. Tne computer model then parforrs the

calculations for each othe rewaihing 220 positions until the calculat!oh

of the 'total costs associated with these positions, with the P: .p

effect, is completed.

WTTiTe t4516.3 vying the age d/stribi.tion of redly-hired fac..11t) ar(1

relationship. between faulty age and average salary are .-:re,;er:ec:
Appendix 8.

5. A description of now the API of the retrclent afln,.,? Is
presented in Appendix 8.



Following similar

what the projeited costs

procedures, the Computer simulation_

would ha.e been had he ER1.pro4ram

model ealcUiates

not been in'

effect. This tfine, the model begins by estimatlng'the probaiiility that the

.early retiree would have retired,.had thesERI program not been available

(some of the "early" retirees, of course, would have retiredregerdless of
.

oethee the ERI progr1i was available). As before, the computer generates.

a random number tu'decide whether the employee leaves. the system. if he

leaves, a new employee is chosenjo replace him and the simulation con-
.

.

tinues along the lines previously described. If he does not leave, his

salary is tallied and the simulation continues. A flow chart, describing

these proceises in-some detail, s presented-in Appendix B.

i. Budgeted Versus Actual Costs

The distinction between budgeted and actual costs is crucial in analyz-

102 .thg fi5cal_impact_of.the.14rly Rettreneni Incentive prngram. Budgeted costs

are the relevent measure for assessing the fiscal impact of the ERI program on
-e

the California State University and Colleges and the State of California. ctua,

costs, however, are the .relevant measure for assessing the likely fiscal impact

of an ERI -type program on most other institutions of higher education.
- .

In preparing CSUC's annual budget, the system hudgets each faculty

os Lion« which is occupied as of June 30 (the day before the beginning of

the new fiscal yeas) at the actual salary for -that position, adjusted for

merit raises and cost-of- living increases. In addition, any faculty posi-

tions which are vacant on June 30. are reclassified to the entry level

(assiitant professor., step,3) and hLtIgeted accordingly.6 Finally, the

'~. annual salary of an assistant professor, step 3 in 1980-81 is $19,692.

r53



system recognizes that, because of turnover, not all positions ,adgeted

will actually 4:filled during the eiltire.bu'dget yearby deducting an

amount for "normal salary savings " (In 1980-81, this amount equalled 1.1

percent of the total budget for faculty salaries),.-

As noted,,all faculty positions which are vacant onJune 30 art

reclassified to an assistant profesior, step 3. if the position is sub-

soquently filled at a higher salary level, the difference between these

two salaries must be funded by additional salary savings realized from

other faculty positions (either by granting fewer promotions or by holding

open other faculty positions vacated during-the budget year). Conversely,

if the position is filled at a salary below that of in assistant

Professor/3, "excess" salary savings are generated. In practicer then, the

sum of the bOaries-budgeted for all faculty positions in the CSUC repro-

seals an-upper limit on the actual amount which may be spent for faCulty

compensation.

Skase theEarly Retirement Incentive program,was in effect from

March 27 toJune 29, 1980, the vast majority of the faculty positions

vacated under the progam were still _vacant on June 30, 1980. As a result,

the salaries for these positions were reclassified to those of an assistant.

professor/3 for the 1980 -81 fiscal-year,:even though the actual, first

year salary costs associated with the new faculty hired to fill these posi-
-

)tions would likely exceed their bvigettsi costs. This would occur because

the average salary paid a new professor within CSUC is generally- greater

than that of an assistant professor, step 3: But, in order to pay piese

new professors' Salaries at .aces higher than those budgeted, ttie CSIX

system would nave to achieve "excess" savings with respect to the total
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sal Aries budgeted_for remaining faculty positions. (In followingbudget-
.

yeart, this problem will not be as acute, because the actual salaries paid

. the new faculty hired during 1980 -81 will be reflected 'n those subsequent

.budgets.)-
AN,

Thus, any expenditures *over,the amounts budgeted for the new

salaries of Faculty positions vacated under the ER! program must be offset

by reductions under the amounts budgeted for salaries of all other faculty

positions. In this sense, the amounts budgeted for the faculty positions

affected by-the -ERt:program represeht the relevant measure of resources,
-

sassoclated with these positions, which are availaille for expenditure by

CSUC. 'Therefore, budleted costs. are the. relevant measure for assessing the

fiscal.impact-of the ERI progragi on 'the California State University and

Colleges.

On the other hand, for institutions of higher education in general

(whiCh do not follow the CSUC budgetary practice of reclassifying vacated

faculty positions downward), budgeted costs are-likely to provide a

-misleading '-- and:overly-opttmistic -- picture
A

of an ERI-type program's

fiscal effects. For these institutions, actual costs are the more

appropriate measure of fiscal impact.

The simulation model developed for this analysis calculates the

fiscal impact of the'ERI pogr2m in two-war. In the'firSt version, the

model assumes that the positions vacated during.the ER! ,program are

.

reclassified to the assistant professor/3 level in 1980-81 The model

further assumes.that any faculty position vacated during a subsequent

fiscal year will be va :ant on June 30 of that year and, hence, will also be

$



9 .

1.declassified to assistant professor/3 for the fiscal year immediately
.

folloNing the year in which the vacancy occurs: The results generated by

this version, termed "projected budgeted costs", are presented in the text.

The second .version of the model "reports the "project'ed actual costs!' asso-

ciated with the positions vacated under the ERI program. Readers'

,interested zn the simulated fiscal impact of the ERI program, reported on

an "actual cost' basis, should refer to Appendix-C.

j. Estimating the Probability of Senaration7

The calculation of a faculty member's probability of separation from

the CSUC system takes place in two parts:

if the employee is under 50 years of age, his probability of

separation is derived from a table, based on Actual CSUC

experiencl, relating the probability of separation to the

employee's age,
8

i f the employee is aged .50 or,older,his prqbability of separa-

tion is based on a logit model, similar to the one described in

Chapter III.

The logit model estimates a faculty member's probability of separation based

on his age, his salary, the Actuarial Present Value (APV).df his retirement

annuity; and a dummy variable indicating whether the ERI program was in effect.

7. For purposes of the faculty simulation model, the terms "separation"
and "retirement," as they apply to faculty aged-50 or older, are used
interchangeably, although technically, "separation" is a broader term

` than :'retirement," encompassi:g rci.irements, deaths, "quittings" and
",firings." .A comparison of predicted retirement probabilities with
'historical separation rates for rstheie employees revealed negligible
differences.

8. The table relating the faculty member's probability of separation to his
age (foo thoseunder 50) is presented in Appendix B.
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The meael successfully predicts the retireMent
'F.
behavior of CSUC faculty who

,

4F 4

weresefigible for the ERI program in 95 percent of the case; .9Results of

...- ,

the faCulty logit model are shownsgraphicalfy in .Figure 5.

.Figure 5 shoWs the estimated effect of the CSUC Early Retiremeht.

Inc ntivprogram on the probability that a-given faculty member would

re ire during a three-month period, at ages 60, 65, and 70. .The probabili-
.

'ties shown in ,t, he figure are. for faculty who were atthe top step ,of

full professor rank in 1979-80 (earning $31,416 per year) 'and who were

Covered by Social Security. Like the logit curves described earlier in

this analysis, -these curres show that faculty members at this salary level

are morellikely_to retire (I) the older they are And (2) the greater is the

APV Of their retirement.annuity. Calculations of separation probabilities
.

fOr'specific ages and years of retirement Service credit are presented in

Table 12.4

1.,r.

-:-. p. A successful prediction Is'defilied as one in which either:. (1) .the
- lOgit model predicts a prob*ility of retirement greater than, or equal.,

to 50,percent and the emplbSeeilactually'ret4res or (2) the logit model
,predicts a probability Of' retirement less tha.p,50 percent.and the.

, 4 .

employee actually' noes not retire. , 0
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Table-12

EstimAed-Effect,of Early Retirement
Incentive Program on Probability
of Retirement At Ages 5,9 to 70a.

APVb-of
Years of Annuity
-Retirement' Without
.Service Credit ERI Program

5.
10
15
20'

25

5

10
15_
20
25
30-

.. 5

10

. cc

0
ti

15
20

30'
25

5

10
15
20.

25
30

35.

40

5

10

15

20

35
40

45.

.'$ 22.;878

-45,756
68,614'.

91,512
114090,

.

$,27,774
55,548'
83,323,
111,097
138,871
166 645

497-0.
-67;94tr,

101,910
135,880
169,850'

203,820,:
237;790

$.35,1311:.
71,621

107,432
143,242
179,053
214,864
250,674
286,485

$ 30,280,
60,561.

90,841
121,122.
151,402
181,683
211,963
242,24'
272,5i4

APVb of
Additional
2 Years.

!"ervice Credit

Total APVb
of Annuity
With ERI

Program

Estimated
prot2
Without

ERI

Three-Month
of Retirement

With
ERI Change

$ 9;151

9,151
9,151

-.9)151
. '9,151

$11,110

$ 32,029
54,907
77;785

_100,663
1231541

$ 38,884

0.0%
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.2

0.1%

0.1%
0.2
0.3 '

0.5

0.8

0.4%

0.1%
0.1
0.2
0.4

0.6

0.3%
11,11qp. 66,658 0.2 ,0.7 0.5
'11,110 94,432 0:3 1.2 . 0:9

. 11,1'10 122,206 0.5 2.0 1.5
11,110. 149,981 0.8 3.4 '2.6
11,110 177,755 1.3 5.6 4.3

$13,588 $ 47;558 0.3% 1.2% 0.9%
-.41;588 --.--, 81,528 0.5 2.3 1.8'

13,588 115,498 1.0 4.4 3.4
13,588 145.468 1.8 8.L '6.3

. 13,588. 183,438 3.4, 14.4 11.0
.13,588 217,408 6.4 24.3 17.9
13,588- 251,378. 11.5 38.1 26,6

114,324 $ 50,135 0.7% 3.2% 2.5%
14,324 85,945 1.4 6:2 4,8
14,324 121,756 2.7 11.5 8.8
14,324 157,567 5.1 20.5 15.4
14,324 193,377 "9.7 33.9 24.2
14;124

14,324
229,188
264,998

17.5
29.6

50.4
66.8

32.9
37.2

....

14,324 300,809 45.5 8 .0 34.5

$12,112 $ 42,39 51,5% . 6 7% 5.2%
12,112 72,673 2,7 11. .7.
12!,112 102,953 4.8 18. 13.9
12,112 133,234 8.2 29. 20.8
12,112 163,514. 13.7 42.2 18.5
12,112 193,795'' 22.1 56.6 34.5
12,112 224,075 33.6 69.9 36.3
12,112 254,356 47.5 80.6 33.1
12,112 284,636 61.7 88.1 26.4

a. Probabilities shown are for male, married faculty, covered by Social Security, with
final compensation of $28,765 per year.

b. Actuarresent Value.

. .
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Table 12 _presents in tabular form the information contained in

Figure5. In.addit'on, thetablepresents estimated probabilities of

separation for faculty y at ages 50 and 55. The'tableshows.that; for ."

faculty whose age is near 50 and Whose years df service credit are few, the

three-month probability of separation is very f1ig4t. For' example, a53

year old faculty member with 10 years of retirement service qedit has an

estimated three-month probability of separation of just.d.1 percent. .With -

the ERI program in effect, his probability of separation is increased bnly
":".

very slightly, to 0.2 perOent. 1

For older employees with more years of retirement service credit, in

contrast, the three-month probability of separation is rather high. For a

65-year-old faculty member with 35 year Orretiremeht service credit, the .

f .

estimated three-month probability orseparation is 29.6 percent without the

,
ERI program and 66.8 percent with the program. Note that the additional

-

incentive provided by the ERI program is greatest for faculty whose pre-ERI

grOgfam proi;abjlitY of separation is in the 20 to 50 percent range.

It is important to emphasize that the. probabilities presented in the

figure and in the table are

figures shown represent the

during a three-month period.

three-month probabilities-.

probability that a faculty

(lchas that during which

That is, the

member would retire

the 5RI program was

in effect). The probability that a faculty member would retire during a

given year is, of course, higher than the three-month probability. For

example, :in the absence of the ERI program, the three-month probability of

;eparatibn.ofa 65-year-old faculty member with 35 years of retirement service

-60-
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credit is 29.6-percent, as noted above. The correspondihg annual ptobabil-

ity of retii'ement,,however, is-75.4 percent.'°

d. Facultylimulation h1Qdel Results

The faculty simulation model described above was fun for 25 simyla-

tions of fifteehyears each. The model estimated the future costs asso-
4

ciated wi412Wtthe 329 full-time faculty positions vacated during the
.ItY.

CSUC Early Retifetitent Incentive program, both with and without the ERI
%

program in'effect. These 221 positions represent those positions held by

individuals covered by Social, *urity, for which the necessary data on

age, final compensation, yearsof retirement service credit, and value t"..0\

. %
. .

the annuity were 'available. The average costs" per year for the 25 simula-
. t-

tions-wm, then 'inflated by a factOr of 1.49 (i.e., 329/221) to yield esti-

mated costs associated with the 329 full-time faculty.poSitions vacated.

i. Projected Net Costs

Budgeted costs, as projected by the simulation model, are presented

in Table 13. (A similar table, giving actual costs, is presented in

Appendix, C.) Table 13 shows that, for full-time faculty, the Early

Retirement Incentive program does, indeed, "pay for itself." In the first

year of the ERI program, the estithated costs of funding the two'years of

additional retirement service credit equal $4.2 million; at the same time;

the estimated cost savings attributable tothe ERI program (allowing.for

the fact that some of the eary retirees would have retired idany event)

IT-Tgi-T5175iiing formula relates the yearly probability of separation.
to the three-month (quarterly) probability:.

Py = 1 (1404

-Thus, Py equals 1 - (1 - 0.296)4, or Py = 0.754

.-61-
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YEAR'

r--
. SALARIES
(A) WI ERI

Table 13

SitIULATED FISCAL IMPACT OF CSUC
EARLY RETIREMENT INCENTIVE (E.R.I.) 'PROGRAM

(for 329 full-time faculty positions
vacated during the E.R.I. program)

. -- AVERAGES FOR 25 SIMULATIONS --

PROJECTED IRIUGETED COSTS -

BENEFITS DIFFaCE A-8 2 YR SERVICE NET COST`
(B)W/OUT (C) (0) (E)

1."

01SceUNTED NET COST
2% 4% . 6% ai 1

1§801P1 $8,163,M0 $12,745,764 6-4,582,64 $4,220,192 $-362,442 $-362,442- 6-362,442 S-362,442 $- 362,442 6-362,4421981 10-,368,359 11%570;765 -2,202,406 -- -2,202,405 - 2,159,222 -2,117,698 -2,077,742 - 2,039,265- 2,002,18719822E0-.4- !0,580,1111 12,24g,791 - 1,665,621 -1,665,621 -1,600,043 -1,539,960 - 1,482,397 -102E002 -1,375,541983-0 10,775; .6 11,909,449 -1,133,553- -1,133,553 -1;068;172 -1,007,724 -951 -899,851 -351,6551984-85 10,981,085 11,744,490 7 -763,405 -763,405 -705,268 -652,56 ,688 -561.125 -521,416
1985-86 11,166,2ad 11,497,642 -3315412 -331,412 -300,170 -272,397 -247,650 -225,553 -205,7811986-87 11347,892 11,392,517 v-44,625 - - -44,625 -39,626 -35,268 -31,459 -2a,1?1 -25,1901987-88 . 11,474,520 11,290,905

,

183,-615 183,615 .159,848 139,532 122,1.14 107138 34,224.1988-89 11,602,170 11,343,718 258;460 258,460 220,593 183,354 162,161 139',638 120,5731989-90 14215_84.65_ 11,436 ,39 328,226 328,226 274645 230,607 194,276 164,195 139,200
1990 -91 11,840,308 11,505,395 333,913 333,913 273,925 225,580 186,455 154,666 128,738199492 11,945,219 11,606,864, 338,355 ,- 338,355 272,126 219,789 178,241 145,115 118,5911g92-93 12,036,690 11.661,731 374,,959 .374,959 295,653 234,198 186,343 148,901 119,4731993-94 12,093,730 11,673,182 420,548 420;548 325,097 252,570. 197,169 154,635 121,8131994:95 z.12.-,157,857 11,772,734 385,123 335,123 291,875 222,399 170,340 131,119 101,415-

80
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equal $4.6 million, for a net savings of $362,442.' Thus, the simulation
.

model. indicates that over 100 percent of the costs associated with funding

the extra annuities for faculty early retirees is recoupeby cost savings

in the first year.

The table also shows that significant costsavings associated with

the vacated full-time faculty positions persist for several years, with

estimated savings of $2.2 million in 1981-82, declining to $45,000 in

1986-87.. From 1987-88 onward, the estimated costs associated with the ERA

program are virtually identical to those without the program, with the

former exceeding tb latter by.no.more than S0.4 million (about 3 percent

of the total costs of
.

compensation associated with the 329 fall-time

faculty positions in these years).

The costs reported in Table 13, it must be emphasized, represent

real dollar costs. That is, no allowance has been made for inflation-driven,

. cost of living increases in salaries and benefits. (Recall that increases in

compensatibn are based on a table Felating'the faculty member's age to an

average salarylor-that age.) Similarly, the- discount rates reported under

,.- the heading "Discounted Net Cost" represent real rates.of 'interest, that 4s,

the interest rate net of inflation: The table thus shows that,"under any

reasonable assumption regarding an appropriate discount rate, the conclusion

'that the ERI program pays for itself (for faculty positions) remains valid.'

Figure 6 preseptS the same information as Table 13 on (undiscounted)$ k

costs, in graphtc form. The figure clearly shows the tendency' of the

ERJ program to generate significant savings in the early years follow-

ing the program's implementation. The figure also shows how estimated

costs for the vacated full-time faculty positions, both with and

-63-
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. without the ERI 'Program, converge around 1986-8? and.remain virtually iden-

tical thereafter.

ii.. Optimal Frequency of Offering a FacultyIRI Program .
.

44
/e phenomenon of converging costs,j1lustrated in Figdre 6

reflects the.restoration, in a sense, of these costs to an,equilibrium

level Tha.is, prior to the offering of tle ERI program, the 329 full-

"time faculty positions which would later be vacated were occupied bra

group of faculty whose ages and compensation levels were substantially

above the averages for full-time faculty in general within CSUC. As these

faculty members took advantage of the ERI program and their positions were

filled by younger; lower-salaried faculty, the cohort's average age and

comp ensation level shifted in the other direction -- below the respective

means 'for full-time faculty in general. Gradually, as a result of aging,

salary increases, and additional turnover,the cohort's compensation costs

apprOch a long-run equilibrium level. For estimated costs in the absence

of the ERI p rogram, -a similar pheriothenon occurs. In this case, however;

the 329 full-time faculty positions .are gradually vacated as a result of

normal retirements and the cohort's compensation costs.appria6 the long-

,

run ecaili4riuM level from above.

Import",t implications regarding the optimal trequency of offering4
an Early Retirement Incentive-typerprogram for faculty follow from. the

equilibrium-seeking phenomenon lust noted. Based on the simulation :4odel

results, approximathay'seven to eighf years must piss following the

offering of the ER. program before such an equilibrium will have, been

4

"
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restored. This in turn, implies that it will take about this length of.

t4me for sufficient "pfessure" to build up tO :achieve similar numbers of

retirements in a subsequent offering of an ERI-type program. If results,

similar to.those obtained from the CSUC Early Retirement Inceritive Program

,(aS,it applies to faculty) are Sesired, then, the next ERI-typeprogram

probably should not be offered for at.least seven to eight years.

iii. Caveat: Effects of Faculty Early RetireMent Plan

As noted, the simulation model results reported in Table 15 indicate

--
that the CSUC Early Aetirementincentive program will generate net savings

.
associated with the full-time ..aculty positions vacated; .the Mbdel further

: .

, ,... ,

indicates that suclimim,,,Aill amount to approximately
., .

3

.

during the five years following the offering of the. ERI program. It must .

now tik: noted that, beta of an addit,ional cztir.ement incentive offered by
. .. .

. ,

CSUC to'f4culty employees only, these estimated sayings may be overstated
, . .. .

by $1 million or more.
.. ,

. .

Under the CSUC Faculty Early Retirgment Plan (FERP), authorized since.

1963 by statute (Government Code Section 21155), faculty who retire are per-

mitted to return to their respective campuses and teach up to one term per

- year until reaching age-70. The returning :acuity are paid at, their

fqrmer salary rate, as adjusted by any salary increases which may have been

granted since their retirements.

In addition to receiving the two years' service credit bonus, then,

faculty who retired unuer the ER1 program are alo eligible to return and

ttach,"nder the FERP. To the extent Zhat they do so; and fil positions,
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which otherwise would have been-filled by newly -hired faculty, the esti-

mated savings attributable to the ERI program will be reduced.

'While it i= not possible to estimate exactly tLe magnitude of the

additional cost.; associated with the faculty who return, a rough estimate

may be made based-on information obtained,from the questionnaire sent all

329 fUll-time faCulty who retired under the ERI program. Responses to the

Legislative Analyst's questionnaire indicate that 61 percent of these

faculty pladned to return and teach on a Part-time basis under the FERP.

ff,all of ihe fullitime faculty who indicated their intention to do so

actually returned to the campuses and taught on a'part-time basis during

the first jea following the ERI, program, about 85 full-time faculty posi-

tiOns would be taken, at a cost (including fivinge benefits) of about $3.0

million. Had thesepositions beOn fqled instead by newly - hired, faculty,

'total costs associated with theSe 85 positions would amount to about $2.1

Million. Thus, as a result of the participation of faculty retirees in the

Faculty Early Retirement Plan, the first-year net'saVings of $362,442 given

by the simulation model could be offset by additional costs pf up to $0.9

million.

9n balance, our analjzis indicates that, even after accounting for

these 2dditional first-year costs attributable to the Faculty Early.

Retirement \elan, the Early Retirement Incentive program's fiscal effect

with respect to faculty i still. one of 'net savings. This conclusion is

based on the observation that -n --the second year and thereafter, the.addi-

tionaj costs resulting from participation of retired faculty in the FERP

will decline. Further:to the extent that FERP-related costs persist,
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thy will, in all likelihood, be more than offset, by, the yearly net savings

predict::: by the simulation model, with the result that the additional

costs ih:.Arred in the first year will be outweig:ieUby-net savings in the

second and succeeding years. For these reasAs, our conol-msion that the

CSUC Early Retirement Incentfie grogram represents a cost-effective means

,ofinaking-faculty_to retire early remains unchanged.

4. NON-FACULTY

An assessment of the Early Retirement Incentive program's fiscal

impact on non - faculty positions" ismore difficult to make than, it was ror

faculty because, while-the latter is a relatively' homogeneous group, non-
,

faculty employees comprise a,diverse range of occupations, ranging from

clerical workers to vice-chancellors,. As such, the tasks involved in

modelling the fiscal impacts of the ERI program with respect to non-faculty
-%

- especially estimating the costs.AsSociated wit!. the new hires -- pose

virtually insurmountable problems.

Despite the problems involved in modelling the fiscal impacts on non-

faculty positions\ however, it is still possible to draw some conclusions

regarding the question of whether non-faculty'retirements also "pay for

themselves." The analysiis'whichlollows will demonstrate that it is highly

unlikely that non-faculty retirements generate any net savings and that

spch.retiremens probably generate substantial net costs. Thus, the answer

to the question, "Do non-faculty retirements pay for themselves?" appears

to be "No."
- <A,

That the fiscal, implications of ran-faculty retirements differ so

greatly from those of faculty is a direct consequence of (1)'the amount of

46
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potential savings that can be realized by replacing retired evloyees and

(2) the costs offurdidg the early retirement bonus associated with each

the
type of position. Quite simply, e range of fa lty salaries is far

broader than,tat of any other Occupational group in-the CSUC syste

And, although the average cost of furd4ng the two years additional service

'credit bonut was less for non-faculty than for faculty, the mtich greater

t,potential savings associated with faculty replacements overwhelms these

added costs. Thus, while the total cost of funding the two years' addi-

tional service credit bonuses for 1m-faculty totalled about $4.5 million,

the-CSUC Chancellor's Office estimated that the total potential savings

(that is, the savings without regard to normal retirement acti\v't, attri-

A

butable to non4acultiturnuwr
was only about $2.3 million, resulting in a

het cost of at least $2.2 million-in the first year.

EAlier fn this report, we nOted that when a faculty member at the

top 'tterof the full professor
range retires, the'salary associated with his

positfon is reclassified to that of-an assistant professor, step three.

The salary of a position vacated during the ERI program by a full professor

at the top 'ttep was therefore reclassified from $34,476 down to $19,692 --

,a savings fn the first year of $14,784. And,'as also noted earlier, the, -

average Cast per faculty retiree of funding-the two years' serviccredit

bonus as $13,600. After adjusting for-the costs of ft.92ige benefits,11

1 The cost of fringe benefits is calculatedsat 26 percent of,the
mployee's salary.
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the potential' first -year savings attributable to any given faculty

position equals about 137 percent of the cost of funding t:.e retirement

bonus. , This fact is reflected in the results of the faculty simulation

model wherein about 109 percent of the'cOsts of funding the bonus are

',recouped during.tge first year. (The recson why the model shows 109

percent, and not 137 percent, is'that not all faculty retirees were at the

top step, full profeisor sal arY'level.)

AMong non- faculty, in contrast,. no occupational category shows a

rang., between its highest salary and its entry level salary which even

approaches that of faculty. For example, of 4he six non-faculty occupa-

tional groups shown in Table 4, the group with the greatest number of par-

_

ticipant4 in the ERI program was secretarial employees, many of whom were

classified as Clerical Assistant IM. The top salary for this position in

1980-87. is $17,808; when Vacated:the position's salary was reclassified to

$16,299 -- a potential savings of only $1,901, after adjusting for the cost
.

df benefits. Assuming that this employee retired at age 62 (the ave.age

age of all ERI program'participants), the cost of funding the two years'_

serv:(ce credit ,eonus would have ranged from *$7,259 to $9,039. Ili this

case, then, the potential first-year savings attributable to the Early

Repremeqt Incentive program amount,to nnly 21 to 26 percent of the cost of

funding the retiree's bonus.

To show'thaf the Phenomenon illustrated by this example is not uni-,

que to secretarial employees, consider,the case of a CSUC v!ce-chancellor

at the top of his salary range, earning $69,540 in 1979-80. Had this

-70-,
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144.A.

y.

. employee retired under t

have been reclassIfted

he ERI program, the salary for his position would

to $57,288 irk 1980-81 -- a savings of $15,438, after

adjusting for the Cost'of benefits. Again assuming a retirement age or 62,

however, the cost of funding .this employee's bonus would range from $30,637

to $38,148. Thus, the potential first-year savings attributable to the

__retirement-of a vice-chancellor would equal only. 40 to 50 percent of the.,

'ost of funding t

ercent savings

The fina

of other CSUC,

level to the

steps for th

Thus; even

reclassifi

thereby

this re

is retiree's bonus -- far less than the potential 137

attributable to a faCulty retirement.

1 important differenc betwee acuity positions and those

employees relates.to the number of "steps" from the entry

toa salaries. While the range of salaries encoMpaSses 13,

e former, that f the latter encompasses only five steps..
( _

if a non-faculty position were vacated at the
\
top step and

ed to an entry-7pvel salary;, the savings in,compensation costs

rented would rapidly evaporate as the new hire was promoted. For

ason, it is unlikely that suer savings-over time 'Would be sufficient

to offset the substantial first-year deficits already noted.

Basedon these and other examples, then, our analysis indicates that

, the cost of fanding the two years' additional servi,:e credit for non-faculty

employees almost certainly outweighs any savings generated by filling

these positions with new employees at a lower salary level. For this

teason it is higly unlikely that the retirements of'non-faculty "paid for
ti

emselves."' We therefore-conclude that the GSMEarly Retirement

Incentive program is not a cost -effective means of inducing non- faculty .

. employees to retire early. iTnis conclusion would also apply to other [Ri_type

programs covering employees in occupat;ons'that do not have broad salary scales.
_

\-.......
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CONCLUSION

Our analysis of the Early Retirement Incent -ive program offered

employees of the California State University anii Col,eges indicates that

the reguits of the program are decidedly mixed:

During the three-month period, that the Early Retirementtincentive

program was in effect, CSUC experienced nearly a'sevenfold

increase in. retirement activity,
) with retirements during the

quarter jumping from a normal level of about 150 to a total of

1,047.' Yet, it is not clear that all of-these additional retire-

men& were attributable solely to the ERI program,.and most of

those who retired indicated that they would have retired within

three years-anyway.

The vast majority of those who retired under the,ERI program

indtcated that the availability of the two years of additional

retirement service credit significantly affected their decisions

kt'

(
'to retire, but the effect\of the bonus as an inducement to retire

.

was most pronounced for those emPloyees who already were

indifferent' between retiring now or later. Othe r-factors such as

i / \
an employee's age, his salary, and the total value of the `retire-

rent annuity to which he was entitled were of equal por greater

Importance in influeking retirement behavior:

By inducing 390 white male, full-time fact,- members to retire,

the ERI program crealed'additional opportunities to address

affirmative action hiring goals. Yet, even if all of the full -

time faculty positions vacated under the ERI program were

-72-
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snv
filled by women or members of racial or ethnic minorities,

the proportion of faculty repreientedby white males would

declind by only 3.4'percentage points,to 66.7 percent. If, on

the bther hand, the sexual, racial, and ethnic composition of the

'replacements parallels that of the new faculty hired during the

fi st three quarters of 1980-81, the proportion of white male

fa lty will.decline by only 1.5.percentage points'-:- to 68.5

percent.

Our analysis indicates that the Early Retirement Incentive

.1
program more than paid for itself in terms of faculty retire-

.

Ments. Our analysis indicates that by inducing faculty to

retire, the program yielded estimated net savings ,uf up to $6.8

million the following'seven years. For non-faculty, however,

our analysis indicates that the program isa.not cost-effective and

that it will lead to undeterminable, but probably significant,

additional costs to the state:--Oh-n-TECeTihe total fiscal

impact of-the ERIsprogram with respect to all CSUC employees --

faculty and non-faculty is unclear.

Based on our anAysis of the CSUC Ear'y Retirement Incentive

prOgra.m, we make the following recommendation:

We recommend that, if thd Le ilature decides to offer an Early

RetirerniapCelitIncentive-teroraantheesinthefkiture1-
1

such a prbgrm-include as one of its elements a limited eligibility

periods similar to that of the
\

original program (three months) and (2)

It.idi'or-amnot be offered until $1986-87, at the eahliest, because our

analysis indicate; that:
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The high level of participation in the original program (and the

consequent cost savings far faculty) is largely attributable to the

fact that the ERI ro ram was offered for a limited time onl and
41.

The optimal frequency of offering an ERI-type'programto CSUC

faculty is no more than every seven to eight years.

1 -74-
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. APPENDIX A

Materials Sent EmployeevIncluded
In Legislative Analyst's Survey.

L Inver letter

2. Questionnaire sent to 1,029 full-time CSUC employees who were
eligible for the Early Retirement Incentive prJgram

Questionnaire sent to 329 full-time CSUC faculty who retired
un er e ar y Retirement Incentive-program

e
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WAITER %V SirtERW -

SVIATORS
#04,10Mi C..414PSEt4

!UV GoicA
WillEALD4
100611r2awao

&Luger s 'OOOA

Dear CSUt Emi)loyee:

We are writing to ask your cooperation in.a-study of retirement withiL,tne Ii-
fornta State University and Colleges. This study is.being conducted by tne le9Isidflve
Analyst's Office in-cooperation-wfth the CSUC:Chancellces Office,,parsuant to the
requirements of fa 876 (Chapter 656, Statutes of 1979) that "the Legisla0ve AnulYst
shall ,evaluate the results of the early retirement incentive program...and its effec-

PtlisigitizAttrgt Orzitunitigt
GOVE mm.1E10' WOE SEC10t4 t.ck) 1'4)

Piislaturt
,ILGISkAT.4 ANAL yt,T

YOUJAM G KAMM

STPEE
SitCRAMEWO C.,AutORMA V:..4

19161 44i-4e4t.

.+0,4fOr

."1

( ,tiveness in pedventinglayoffs and shall report his findings to the LiNislature oy
January 1, 1981."

:Your responses to the enclosed qudstionnaire will greatly assist the L
in evaluating the impact of the CSUC Early Retirement. Program and. will aid
minition of whether similar benefit's are offered to other staa employees-1

"-Therefore, your cuagerattorrand-th-Ovghtful responses-a-Te:VhTualTe nOT-Cinly .

islature.,

Ane deter-
tiv-future.

Q the
lature but, ultimately, to your colleagues in -CSUC aQd, other state agencies. ,

.Please note' that we, are asking ypur participation in this survey whether. or
')/(V-decided to retire under the provisions Of the Early Retirement-P.-ogram. You have

. been chosen from a sample of al_CSUC employees who were eligible to'take advankage.of
the early retirement legislation, whether or not you actually did so. Because the
sgevey.uses precise scientific methods and a statistically,vaiid sample, we feel.confl
dent that .it will produce some very *useful reeults.**wever-, responses frp!ii all pet -1,ns
surveyed, whether or not they actually took, advantage of the.Early Retirement Progr-dw, _

are crucial to,the validity and usefulnessof.the study.

Once you complete the questionnaire form, please'return it immedidtel ih-the
enclosed envelope. Your answers will be treated With-the strictest con identi4lity.
Please do not' sign your name; h serial number on -the ffrst'page identifies your fon,;.c.
The link between respondent names and their serial numbers is hept,in d locked
will be destroyed after the data'are processed, Results from the study All ht: use,:

to c=ompare individuals but will be used only in systemwide statis Copies of -0e
final report will be availabletafter January 1, 1981.thrpugh this ffice,

We greatly.appreciate yk Ar partiCipatin in this survey, to or a' .t-41:1--;kii.J5t., r,
tute for you; your cooperation is essentiii if were to obtain reprfi,,t, atIvr
if you should have %fly questions, please all Mr. Raymond M. Reir.hdr.; '
(916) 322-6934. He will be happy to assist You in anyway he can. .

Sincerel), .

1.1illiamel Hamm t

Legislative .Analyst



Cai,ifornia.kegisl#tUre
Joint Legislative Bud0A,Committee

Legislative

A ,STUDY O' THE DETERMINANTS OF A TIREMENT
WITHIN THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY ND COLLEGES

Undertaken Pursuant to the Requirements o k AB 876.

QUESTION 1.
.

(Chapter '656, Statites4of 1979)

How Many years service In pu,,lic edplayMent do-you have credited to
Pyblic Employees'. Retirement System (PERS) or the State Teachers'

Retirement System STRS)? (Do not ihclude,any extra service creditgranted
by the Early Retirement-Program7'tf yoU,are a member of both PERS andSTRS, include.total service credited to bOth,systems.)

If. you have five (5) ormore years trf service credit, please round
your answer to the hearest full year. If you'have less than five years
of service credit, please give the exact number of yeaq and months.3

Years of serviceeredit

IF YOU gAVE LESS THAN FIVE (5) YEARS OFRETIREMENT SERVICE CREDIT,
..

'CHECK THE BOX AT RIGHT

THEN STOP. DO NOT COMPLETE THE REMAINDER OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

RETURN THE UNCOMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED.

IF YOU HAVE FIVE OR MORE YEARS OF RETIREMENT SERVICE-Chun, CONTINUE.

Please indicate your marital status:

Married

QUESTION 3.

Not married

(divorced) separated,
widowed or singl e )

How many days of work did you miss during the pasl.,12-magtW,
due to illness?

Numbre-V days missed due to illnes

TURN PAGE OVER AN9 CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 4.
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QUEST= 4.

,`

4* *

- Pleese estimate' the turrefit-value-Of-youhibas-t-etSlif married,
includO net assets jointly held. with yourspouSiTT Net assets are defined
as: (a) the equity valud of your home (if you own it) plus any other savings

'or investments which you might own, MINUS (b) theyi"lue of your outstanding
debts.-,

Pfeaseround your answer to the nearest-increment of $5,000. If you are
a net debtor (i.e., your ljabil4ties exceed .your assets), pl.-ease answer S 0 .

Total net aSsets: $

QUESTION 5. .

Were you-aware of the opportunity to receive two years of extra
retirement service-credit provided by ttie Early Retirement Program?
(This program, creatv4 by AB-876, granted CSUC empIdyees retiring between
March 241980 and June 29, 1980 ar..1 extra two years of service credit
toward their retirement pension benefits.)

YES, I was aware of the program

NO, I was not aware of the program

QUESTION 6.'

Did you chodse, to retire Tivm CSUC under the Early Retirement .Program
created by AS 876?.

YES, I retired betweenMarch 27, 1980
.and June 29, 1980

NO, -I did not reti between March 2i,
1980 and June.29 980

.

QUESTION 7.

IF YOU ANSWERED "YES"JO QUESTION 6, ANSWER QUESTION,7(a).

IF YOU ANSWERED "NO" TO QUES2116,__ANSWER--QUE.

a 44,-the-flo years of-extra retirement servicc credit proVided
y the Early Rettrdlent Program had not beep available, when would you
have retired?

, At the same time

Within the next year

In' 1 to 2 years

In 2 to 3' years

Not for at least 3 years

CONTINUE TO QUESTION' 8 AND THE REMAINDER OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

11/4



r7.

**MON 7 (Cotit!di)

1))* When do you plan to retire?

Withi'n the next year

In 1 ,to 2 years

In 2 to 3 years

Not for at least 3 years

STOP_ DO NOT COMPLETE THE REMAINDER OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE. PLEASE CHECK

13 SEE THAT YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL P1EVIOUS QUESTIONS COMPLETELY. RETURN

`THE QUESTIONNAIRE,IN THEENVELOPE PROVIDED'.
/

QUESTION 8.

Please assess the importance of the followiii6 factors .in influencitig
yflur dicis:ion- to retire now:

Possibility_of receiving no salary increase this year
if Proposition 9- (Jarvis Income Tax Initiative) were
tO have passed

,

Very- importatit.

Important

§ightly important

Not important at all-

Possibi li.tyiaLreceiving-a -layoff 7notieei-fP.roposi ti,en -9---
were.to have passed

Very important

Important

'Slightly -important

Not important-at all

c) Desire to avoid the layoff, transfer or demotion lof my
colleagues if Proposition 9 were to have passed

Very' important

Important

Slightly important

Not important at all

RN PAGE OVER AND CONTINUE WITH QUEST100 8(d). .
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,~QUESTION 8 :(cont'd.)

d) Financial incentive of two years' extra retirement service
...,PrOdjtprovided by the Early- Retirement,Program

. Very *Portant

QUESTION 9.

Important

' Slightly important

Ndt-importantat

Do You plan to
:

Ingage:ln other employment-Outside of CSUC) upon
.

your,, retirement froM.CSUp',

YES, I have another position -

YES, I plan to take another position
but do not have one at tnistime

. .

NO, I d6.not.pTan to take.another
position

N,

IF YOU ARE NOT A-OGOLTY MEMBER, STOP NOW. DO NOT COMPLETE THE REMAINDER OF

THEAUESTIONNAIRE._ PLEASE CHECK TO SEE THAT YOU-HAVEkANSWERED-ALL PREVIOUS.

QuEsm[19.0MOLFLY. RETURN THE QUESTIONNAIRE, IN THE E,NVELWE PROVIDED.

IF. YOU ARE A FACULTY MEMBER; CONTINUE.

-

QUESTION' 10:2

,

Do youintend to' return to CSUC to teach on a'part-time basis Under
the_rpvisions-qtthO-Faculty-Early-RWremeht Plan ? (This plan allows
faculty to return to the campus and teach "one term per year.)

YES

NOi!

STOP: pLESE,6HECk TO,SEE THAT YOU HAVE ANSO7RED ALt QUESTIONS COMPLETELY.

'RETURN THE Q4SiIONNAIRE,;N THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED.

-80-;
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QUESTION 1.

.California Legislature
. Joint Le9islative,B0g.*gommittee

tegifsli&Ve Analyst's Office
. .

A-SWOF THE bETERMINANTSArRETIREMENT
WITHfN THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES

Undertaken Pursuant to the RequireMents of AB 876
(Chapter §56, Statutes of 1979)

How many years service in public employment do 'you 1.&ie credited to
the Public41016yees RetireMent,System (PERS) or the State Teachers'
Retirement Sstem (STRS)? (Do not include any extra service credit granted
by the 'Early Retirement Program. If you are a meMber of both PERS and
STRS,'include total service'credited to both systems.)

If you have five (5) or more years of service credit, please roundyour -answer to the nearest full year If you have less than' five yearsOf service credit, please give the exact number of years and monthS.

Years of Service credit
.

IF IOU HAVE LESS THAN FkVE (5) .YEARS OF RETIRtMENTSERVICE,CREDIT,
1 " ,

CHECK THE BOX AT RIGHT -

THEN.STOP. DC, NOT COMPLETE THE P.EMAINDEIt OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

RETURN THE
UNCOMPLETED-QUESTIONNAIRE IN-THE-ENVELOPE PROVIDED:

n

IF YOU HAVE.FIVE'OR-MORE YEARS OF RETIREMENT SERVI E CREDIT ; -CONTINUE----

,QUESTION 2.

.

If the tdo years of extra retirement
serOcecredit provided by the

Early Retirement Program had not been available, when mould you have retired?
Please give your'best estimate of the number of years until you would hay,*
retired. If you would haveretired at the same_time (irrespective of the
extra two years of service credit), please answer

Pwould have retired in years
, .

QUESTION 3.

Do you 'intend .to return to CSUC to teach on a part-time basis under
the'provisinns of the-Faculty Early Retirement Plan? (This plan allows
faculty to return to the campus and teach one term. per year.)

YES

.

NO

-TOO



QUESTION, 4.

t-

Neap

4

QUESTION 5:

indicate your marital

-
status:

Married

Not married,

(divorced, separated,
widowed or single)

HON many days of.work did y6u miss during the past 12 months,
due to illness?.

--Number of days missed due to "illness

----QUESTION 6.

Please estimate the current value of your net'assets (if married,
include net assets jointly held with your spousiT7 Net assets are defined
as: (a) the equity value of your home (if you min it) plus any other savings
or investments which you might own, MINUS (b) ;lie value of your outstandIng
debts. II

Please round your answer to the nearest increment of'$5000. If you are
a net debtor (i.e., your liabi-Mties exceed your.assets), please answer $ 0 .

Total net assets: $

STOP. PLEASE CHECK TO SEE TAT YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL QUESTIONS COMPLETELY.

RETURN'THE QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED.

1

0

-82-
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APPENDLX

Documentation of .

Faculty Simulatiori Model

1. CoMputer now chart --
2. Age distribution of2newill;;.hil...facul

3.. Relationship between facultli age and

4. Separation rates. of faculty aged 49 o

,

ty

average - salary, 1980-81

r under

p '

5. Ca lc ul ding:_theActuar-i al-Present Value Of the retirement
annuity
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AGE DISTRIBUTION
OF NEWLY -HIRED FACULTY

. . .

Cuimilative
,

.

Jilt 1.14r4ntage PferCentage . at/ Per6entav

-, 23 0.91% p.91% " 47 1 1 . 2§%

24
..

0.91 1.82 s48 1.29

'25 *0.91 2.73 49 . 1.29
i

% 26 6.53 9.26 50 1.29 /

; 27% ..6,53 15.79. .51 0.79..

.

' .28 6.53 22.32 _ 52 0.79
.

29 6.53 28.85-- 53 0.79
.

4..4

30 643 35.11 54 0.79 .

: 1r
31 4.52 39190 55. 0.79

.

. i 32 -1;* 4:52 44.44.. 56 0;41

33 4*5?.. ,. 4$.97r 57 0.41
t

34 4.52 53.51 58 ,-. 0.41

35 4.52 58.04 59 .p.43.

36 .3.49 61.53 60 0.41

I

Cumulative
Percentage

87.74%

89.02

90.31

91.60

92.39

93.18

93:97

94.76

95155

.95.96

96.3a

.96,79 .

97.21

97.62

37-** 1:49---65702- 61: . 0.29` ------ 97-01-
. 4

38' 3 .1 r9 68.51 62 0.29' 98.20
. . .

...

39' 3.49 72.00 63 0.29 98.50

40 3 . 4 9 75.46 64 0..29 98.79

41 1.93 77.42 65 '0.29 99.08

,1' 4
1.93 79.36, 66 1 0:i3 99.3)

43 1.93 81.29 67 0.23 \ 99.54 .

. ,

44 1.93 '''' 83.23 : 68 0.23 99.7?

-..

415 1.93 85:16 69 0.23 100.00

46 1.29 86.45

-.85-



23

-24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32
.

33

34

35

36

...
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FACULTY AGE
AND AVERAGE SALARY

1-980-814

Salary Age §aLasy 89f Salary

r-

s $18,271 39 $27,004-

18,729 40 27,543

19,186. 41 28,082

19,644 42 28,622

20,1W , 43 29,057

20,569 44 29,388

21,044 , 45' 29,718

21,521 46 .30,049

21,997 47. 30,379
.c..

22,473 '48 30,679
,

23,069 49 30,948

23,756 -50 '31,217 .

24,454 51
.

31,486

,25,150 ' 52. 31,755

--25 ffir 5t gr.
1 \

26,465 .54 32,041

55 $32,141

56 32,241.

57 32,340

58 32,413'

59 32,461-

60 32,510

61 '32,558

E2 32,606

63 32,739

64 32,514

65 , 32,288

66 32,062
.4.

67 31,837

68 32;708

-69 31,385-



SEPARATJON RATES OF FACULTY-
. AGED 49 or UNDER

Annual Probibil ity

dr-Separati on

14.46%

11.68

11.37

5.96

41 to 45

46 to 19

Age Grout

25 or under

A26-to 30

31 to 35

36 to 40

-87-
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OALCULATING THE ACTUARIAL
PRESENT VALUE OF YHE
RETIREMENT ANNUrTY

The Actuarial Present Value (APV) of the retirement annuity is

calculated using the.following table, provided by actuaries of the-Public

Employees' Rptirement SerOlie:

Reserve Required Per Year
Of aedited Service

I. Reserve Required for.Each $1,000
of Final Monthly Compensation

.

.AGE_

50 4,848.50-
51 11921.50.-

,t 52 1,997:00
53 2,074.00
54 2,158.50

55 2,244.00
56 21)35,50-
5/, 2.,429;00-
58' 2,530.50
.59 2,634.50

60 2%744.50
61 2,855.50
62 2,961.50
63 3,067:$00

64. -2,981.00

65 . 2,893..50

66 2- "5.00
67 2 .00
68 2, .50

''69 4, 2,533.00

70 2,446.50 -

FEMALES

42,144.00
2,239.0i
2,337.50
2,438.50
2,549.00

2:660.50
-2,780.50
2,904.50
3,037.50
3,176.00

3,322.50

3,472.00
1,617.00
3,763.50
3,675.50

3,586.50
3,496.50

3,404.50
3,311.50

3,218.00

3,130 0

II. AOustment for Cogrdidation
With Social Security

MALES FEMALES

$-246.50 S-285.50
-256.00 -298.50

-266.00 -311.50
-277.00 -325.50
-288.00 -340.00

-299.00 -354.50

-311.50 -371.00
-324.00 -387.00
-317.50 -405.00

-351.50 --423.50

-365.50 -442.50

-380.50 -463.00
-395.00 -482.50
-409.00 -502.00

-397.50 - -490.00

r386.00 -478.50
474.00 -466.50
4362.00 -454.00
-350.00 -441.50

c337.00- 429.00

4-326.00 -417.50

mrrl: Factor for Continuance to Surviving Spouse (Married Retiree Only).

.'

A. Retiree Covered by Social Security
8. RetiiTe Mot.Covpred by Social Security

108

MAUI "FEMALE*

RETIREES RETIREES

1.0935 1.0195

1.1871 *1.0389



The Use. of this table is illustrated*by the following examples:

111.

Sex

2. :Age

3._ Years of -Service

4. Married?

5. Covered by Social Security? Yes

Examtile

A-

i

S. Final Monthly Compensation $2,500

Calculation of APV of Retirement Annuity:

A. Per $1,000 Final
Compensation

B. x A) - 1,000

$2,981.00

$7,452.50

SoCial, Security Adjastment; -397.50
. .

. (0 + C) . $7,055.00'

E. Jf3.x D) . ti2 265,10
.

.

F. -Faor for continuance to
. ' spouse-, . .. .. ..1 0935

6.. ;in of Annuity (E x F) $1:77,436.78

.10

-89-..

Example -

B

M

64

5

Yes

No

$2,500

-$2,981.00

$7,452.50

N/A

$7 $52.50

$37,262.50

. 1.1871

$44,234.31.

109
-.7

Example
C

60 63,

3'2 18

Yes! NO

Yes 4'

VAN .'$1;510

Exampl e

M

$3,322.50

$6,645.00

N/A

$6,645.00

;212,640.00

1.0389

$220,911.70

or

$3,067.00

$4,600.50

-409.00

$4,191.50

$75447:00

_14.0

$75,447.b0



I

0

$

1APPEliDIX C

.ISimulated Fiscal Impact of &IC
Early Retirement Incentive .(ERI).-Prograni

P

,'.Projected 'Actual Costs) f.

-

-90-
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4

SIMULATED FISCAL IMPACT OF CSUC'.
'EARLY RETIOMENTINCOTIVE (E.R.I.) PROGRAM .

(for 329 full-time faculty positions
. 'vacated durirg the E.R.,. program}

AVERAGES FOR 25 SIMULATIONS --

e ,-------ftiOJECTED ACTUAL C5c116

4a-
YEAR SALARIES + BENEFITS DIFF10E A-B 2 YR SERVICE

(A} V/ ERI (8)W/OUT ERI C

.1920yea .$1baso.s6i
1981(82, 10,506,158
1982 -03 10,125,543
1983-84. 10,928,105
1984-85 11,137,4p

1985-86.
1986 -87

.1987-88
1988-84
1989-90.

1990-91 11,940,967
T.1991-92 -12,032,474

,4992-93 12,118,067
1993-94 32,177,448
1994.95' 12,245,844

14.309,353
11,454,565
11,578,418
11,713,799
11)839,915.

1

$13,195,288 $-2,914,720 $4,2200*
12,140,817 -2,314,659
12,493,723 -1,768,180
12,195,167 -1,266;992
12;000,390

11,773,799 !:464,446
11,639,913 -*,85,348 --
11,544,518 33,900
11,538,670 175;129

-11,591,590 248,325 %N. so

11,6114,814 - 296,10 Allr

11,130,038- -302,436 --
11,775,639 342,428
11,810,052 367,396
11,878,037 367,807

COST DISCOUNTED NET' COST
(I)

$1,305,472 $1,305,472 $1,305,472 $1,305,47241,305,4a $1,305,472-2,314,659 -2,269,274 - 2,225,634 -2,183,641 -2,143,203 -2,104,235-1.768;180 -1,699,519 - 1,63.4,782 -1,573,674 -1;515,929 -1,461,306,-1,266,992 -1;19,3,915 -1,126,351-1.363,791 -1,005,779 -951.910-862,939 -797,222 -737,644 -683,529' -634,285- -589,399

to.-464,446- -420,663 1.384,741 -347,061 -316,094 -288,384'-185,348 .-164,584 -146,483 . -130,663 -116,801 -104,62433,900' 29,512 25,761 22,545 19,780 .17,396175,129 149,471 127,965 109,876 '94,617 81.699248,325. 207,7.87. 174,470 146,983 124,224 105',314

296,153 242,949 200;070- 165070 137,176 114,160302,436 243,238 196,457 159,320 129,710 ' 106,002
342,428 270,002. 213,880 170,176 135,983 109,106367,396 284,009 220,649 A072,250 155,091 106,42207,807, 278,752 212,399 '4162,681 125,224 96,;;55

/-
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A NOTE-ON RESEj\RCH METHODOLOGY - .

The results reported herein are based on an analysis Of the CSUC

Early Retirement Incentive program, conducted over a onevear period from
* 7 .

June 1980 through June 1981: Thy analysis comprised three 'major tasks: (1):

a Survey of employees eligible for the Early Retirement Incentive' (ERI)

program, (2) the s'pecification, and estimation of a formal model of retir1

ment behavior among CSUC employees, and (3) the, specification attl estima-

tion,of a faculty flow model-to assess the fiscal impacts of the ERI
'

program.,

c 'SURVEY OF ELIGIPLE EMPLOYEES .

, . The fixst task in the analysis of tile effects of the Early,.

Retirement Incentive progrdm, involved survexi, j two groups of CSUC

employees: (1 ), a`birandom. sample of all ful I -.tithe CSUC employees, not .on

leave, who were age
}

50 or older' as of June 29, 1980 add (2) the_entpsp

grOup Of full-time' CSUC faculty, 'not an leave, who ..etecied to retire under
.

the .,ERI program; The 'purpose of these( surveys was twofold: first, to

obtain subjective impressiork of the importance of several factors which
,

might have influenced employees' retirement decisions (including factors)
0_

related to the Potential' impacts, of Proposition ) and, second, to obtain
e /*)

;

data which would be used in the other two asks. Data solicited'by the two

.

surveysincluded ;information .on each employee'S, years of retirement service

credit, marital status; bealth, and net assets. In the case of the firtt-

. survey (of etigible employees), these data would be used in modelling retire-

ment .behavior; in the case, of the second 'survey (of faculty'who retired)

they would be.uged in estimating ihe fiscal impact of the ERI pro

-93-
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Copies of both questionnaires used in the surveys are presented in Appendix

1,

Using the data files of the CSUC Personnel Information Management
.

System, (PIMS), a total of 8,226 empluyles were identified as employed

full time not on leave, and age 50 or older as.of June 29, 1980. From
. e , ...

this mulation,.a one-eighth, systematic random sample was drawn, yielding

1,029 individuals. This group received the first, general questionnaire.

In,addition, the PIMS data base was used tb.identify those full-time
;

faculty, not on 'leave, who 'actually letired during the ERI gram's three-.

month eligibility period -- a'population:of 329 inaividuals. I second,

facultxquestTannaire was mailed to each member-of-thts group. Questionnaires

were mailed to both groups in September 1980..

Response rates tb both the gerieral and faculty questionnaires were

'qUite good.. Of the 1,029 general queiticnnaires distributed, 484 (47.0

percent) were returned complete, ,102 (9.9 percent) were returned partially.

complete, and 360 (36.8 pereent)vere-not returned.. The balance, 83

.
,

questionnaires, was either not_deliverapTebr wae'Sent to individuals who
.

. , , _

had less than five years retirement service credit,and, hence,. were ineli-

Oble for theERIprogram.
-..The response rate to the faculty questionnaires_

.

was even- better. _Of the 329 questionnaires mailed, 185 (56.2 perdent)

were returned complete, 42 (12.8 percent) :were returned"partially complete,

.and 82 (24.9 percent),were not returned.

Shortly after the questionnaires were received at the Legislative

Analyst's Office, all responses were coded in computer-readable format.

Data from each employee's questionnaire were than matched with other data

for that 'Amployee'already on file ih the PIMS data base: These data,

-94-



included information on'the e01/:/inoviwee's age, sex,

-1-
final compensation, retirem system membership

whether he, retired during

merged data files were c

'questionnaires, respect*

race, occupational title,

(PERS or SIRS), and

f$/-ER-1pregrans-i-ngthetc two Sources, two

Oked for respondents to the general and faculty

y. The merged data files contained no inor-

mation which could b to identify ndividuaLemployees.

'Next, using t ,Statistical Package for the. Social Sciences (SPSS),

data,in the two mer /files were subjected to preliminary analysis, encom-

paSsing the genera qi of descriptive statistics and crosstabulations,

tests of differe

regression. 4

state's Steplye

lysis was t

of thee re

RETIREM

,

of means, and exploratory data analysis using linear

ions were:perlOmed on an'IBM 4341 computer at the

Teile Data Center. The purpose of this ereliminary ana-

he groundwork feOhe formal specification and estimation

t behavior model.

model;

agg f.
,

/'
varla indicatingndicating the'presence of the-Early Retirement Incentive prograM.

Data for the retirement behavior model came from two sources: (1)

HAVibR KODEL

escribed the text of this report, the retirement behavior

/

CSUC employee uses the statist cal technique'known as logit anal:-
1

L 41
.

. .

redict the. probability that an employee will retire, given his,
-,..

1 compensation, value of the retirement annuity, and e ddmmy

t 'merged data file incorporating the PIMS data and the responses to the
1:

ileral questionnaires and (2) a data file derived solely 'ram PIMS; con -

Sting' a sayple of :11111-time CSUC employees who would have been eli-

i

ible for the ERI program, had it been offered exactly one year earlier.

Total usable responses from the firstsource numbered 581, or 7.1 percent

-95-,
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'1 f

. t .
. .

.
(approximately one- fourteenth) of the population of 8,226 SpMWhic the .

F .., . , .

, .
respdnseS Were drawn. Therefore, a one- fourteenth, systiinatic'rand§0

f

l'ample O7r1b11-time CS6C emplOyees,'not on leave, who wereage.50 or older /
1

7 . : e Z.%.as of June! 29;- 1979 was drawn from the PIMS eita base, The:toial:qoptlia, : ..

.tion thus identified cOnsisted,of.8,398 individuals; of these, 600 were. .-
'

. A, t
included. in the sample:.

.. ,

- t. ,,,,,.;.

., .:..

'a
As noted, the mode-of retirement behavior is based on -the foLlowing

data: whether or not the employee retired during the specified period (the-

depandent variable), his age, final ,compensation; 'and the value of .his .;-
annuity, and a dummy variable indicating whether the ERefeogram was to

'effect: Data on all out ome of thdse variables were avaiaole from the
,.

,

PIMS'data base. To flt VtAllacuate,the Actuarial- Present (APV).o an,-.-- . .

.
.

,employee's retiFemdnt annuity, however, dataon his years of retirement
.

service credit were needled. (For employees who were eligible for the ERI

-program when it was o4hd in 1980, this information was obtained,through/

the general survey.)

Because tinformation on employees' retirement service credit was not. .

. ,

readily available from either dUC1ar PERS; only twc. alternatives remained

for obtaining these data: (1) send out another mail survey for the sole

purpose of gathering this inormatiop or (2).appralmate the number of

. years Of retirement service credit as a function of other, known,

. information. For obvious reasons, the second alternative was chosen and

the employees' years of service creCt were approeimated based on age,

-96-



o

;final compensation, sex, and occupational class (faculty or non-faculty).:1

The estimate for the rears of retirement service credit so obtained was

then used to calculate the yalue of the employee's retirement annuity,

I

. . ,

based on a'tabl.e supplied by PERS.

Finally, the data file on the two groups of CSUC employees (those

eligiWor the ER: program in 1980 and those who would have been eligible ,

had a similar program been offered i 1979) was reduced by about one-fourth

through the elimination- of observpt ons on individuals who were not covered

by social Security. This action was based on the reasonable assumption

that the retirement behavior of employees covered by Social Security (who

would be entitled to an additional annuity) differed-from that of employees

not covered by Social Security. Removal of the observations of individuals

not covered by Social Security reduced the size of the data set from 1,181

to 908.. Of the 908 observations included in the final datafset, 433 came
1

from the 1980 group and 475 from the.1979 group.
1, a'

As noted, the parameters of the retirement behavior model were esti-

mated using logit analysis. The Iogit technique differs from other curve-

fitting methods (such as linear regression analysis) in several respects;

.

177-141e equation, based,ou4data from 549 CSC employees who were eligible
for the ERI program in 1980, is asfollows:

Servcr:=-7:678.+-2.642 (Age) 4 2.697 (Avesalry) 0.935 (Sex) ;2.272 (Class)

where Server is years of retirement service credit; Age is the
eDployee's, age minus 50, divided by 10; Avesalry is his annual final
'compensation, divided by 10,400; Sex Is adummy variable for the
employee's sex (144, 0.F); and Class is a dummy variable for oceupa-

k

*tional class (1=Facultyi1J=Non-faculty).

7,97-



one bf_the most impbrtant involives the,range of predicted probabili-

ties, which-in the logit model is strictly between 0 and 100 percent,

-For-thit and'bther reasons, the logit model is garticiNarli

appropriate to the analysis of retirement behavior.

The estimated logit,qgtion is as follows ;2

log P = 0.9519 (Ae)' - 3.557 (Avesalry) + 3.463 (APV Total) 1.260t(ERI Dummy)
1 P (3.43) (-12.21) (8.72) (4.21)

t -statistics in parentheses
likelihood ratio = 893.70

The variables used In the logit equation are as defined below.

Definition of Variables

Retireltent Behavior. Model

P/ Probability that employee will retire during threk-month period

,Age kmployee's age, ninus 50, divided .by 10.
, .

APV Total Total Actuarial Present Value of employees retirement
annuity (including APV'of two years' additional serviceV
credit, if Apo Ti cable),_ di vi 19.0,000_ _

-Ave_alry. Employee's -final-compensation (average salary paid .

'employee during most recent three years), divided by 10,000

SRI Dummy Dummy variable indicating presence of ERI program (1
0 = No)

2-.711ledependent variable in the log :It 'equatiop, log 1 77-77 may be
interpreted as the logarithm of the odds that a'given employee will
retire during the three-month period. For exiMOle, a probability of
.75 equals odds of :75 to (1- .75), which eq9sls .75 to .25, or 3
to 1-9d4s.

-98-
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To provide estimated retirement probabilities for the faculty

'simulation model, described below, a second logit equation was estimated

using a'Subset of the908.Observatioris on CSUC employees in general.

This,subset consisted of398 observations on full-time faculty, of

which .206 were from 1981) and 192 were from 1979. *The estimated logit

equation for faculty only,is as cforicws:

P = 1.850 (Age) - 2.931 (Avesalry) + 1.911 APV Total) + 1.291 (ER.! Dummy)
'1 - P (3.57) (-7.91) (3.71) (2.47)

3

t-statistics. in, parentheses
Tikelihood ratio = 415.61

The variables used in the faculty logit equation again are a$ 'defined above.

The parameters of both specificationi of the logit model were

estimated on the University of California at Berkeley's CDC 6400 CMA-

...Tuter,osing the QUAIL statistical package.

FACULTY SIMULATION MODEL

The final task in the analysis of the Early Retirement Incentive"

program involved specifying and estimating.a model of faculty flaw to

be used in assessing the fiscal impact of the program. This simulation

'model was built upon the foundations laid by the preceding two tasks:

r;s
data op the faculty positions vacated during the ERI program came from

the merged faculty data file created during the first task, while the.
e

second task provided estimates of eaatmployee's probability.of

retirement..

The faculty'simulation model was programmed in the BASIC langtragre-

OA the Legislative Analyst's HewIetti-Packard 9835A minis ter. The general

4 operation of the model is described in the main body this report; a flow

chat't of the model is presented in Appendix 8. A brief discussion of the

-model 's accuracy follows.



.

-Accuracy of the Faculty,Simulation Model

. .
Answering the question.cf how accurately the facult4.ysimulation

,model replidates the impact of the CSUC Early Retirement Incentive vrojram

poses a difficult problem. pbviously, the ultimate testkof any model's

accuracy is its ability to replicate observed behavior. Yet, for the first

case analyzet---: retirement behavior with theERI 'program _. data:

on actual future costs Agill not be available for sevehal years while

for the second case -- retirement behavior without the:ERI grogram -- cost.

-,-1, data will never be available. (It .Tr hot possible to observe what, actualL

retirement behavihr would have been in the absence of the.ERI,program.) In a

sense, then, the accuracy 'cf.-the faculty-simulation model cannot be assessed:

In another sense, however, : simulation model is only as good as the.

.
aSSUMPtiOiSc.011 wilidh-it.is based, and it is possible.to examine the alsump-

tions Under=lying this'model. The four key assumptions are as follows:
1 .

I. retirement behav?Or of full-time faculty, both with and

without
i41

tRI program, may be predicted based on four

variables: (1) age, (2) final compensation, (3) Apv ofthe

retirement annuity, and (4) whether the ERI program was in

effect. . .-

2. The age distribution of
newly-hired, full-time-faculty Maybe

derived from die actual age distr"-ibution of,this group during,,

the three years immediately preceding the ER! program.

3 The salary levels-offull-time faculty may be estimateA-based bn,

the actual relationship, during the three years immediately pre-

ceding the -ERI program, between age and average sal ary.-

-106-
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4. The relationships described in assumptions 1 through 3, abo've,

may-be assumed to main constant over the period of time

At noted in the main hod of this report, the first assumption
.

o
(regarding prediction of retiremdnt'4ehavior) appears justified: the logit

4

model used toacalculate the probability of retirement accurately predicts

the retirement decision in fully 95 percent of t398 cases- on which it is

-based (retirement behavior of 206 faculty eligible fob retirement during

: 4

March 27 to June 29, 1980,and 192 faculty eligible for retirement during

March 27 to June 29, 1979). The second-assumption, regarding the ages of

newly-hired faculty, also 'seems quite reasonable.

The third assumption, however, may be
A

subject to somecriticism in

that it implicitly assumes that the age/salary structure of the cslic .

point in rePresentsthe age/salary relationship

experienced by a typical faculty member ovir time. How valid this assump-

tion isedepends, at least in part, on hether the observed age/salary

structure is 'relatively static or changingrunfortunatelY evidence on this

point-is not available.3

A better alternative, perhaps, to ust-g the age/salary structure to
determine a given faculty member's salary would involve gathering
information on the probability that a faculty member at a given rank
and step (e.g., assistant professoe, step 3) will remain in his current
"state" or move to another "state" (e.g., advance one step, advance two
steps, separate from the system). Unfortunately, the data necessary to
implement this 'approach, which has been successfully employed in other
faculty simulation models, were not available. See David S.A. Hopkins,
"Faculty Early-Retirement Programs," 0 rations Research, 22 (May-June
1974), pp. 455-67 and Paul Gray, "A facu ty Model for Policy Planning,"
Interfacei 10 (February 1980), el% 91-103.
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* 4
The validity of the the 'fourth, and final, asiumptien is-debatable._ -

Obviously, it is h ighty.unlikely tfiat.tge three prior assumptions will

rt inain.constant.over-the period simulated; the important questions to be

answer.e4, hOWever, are,: (I) .by how much-do the assumptions vary over time?

and (2) how 6 these variations affect the accuracy of ,ne,cost

projections? With respect tip .these questioni, it can only be noted. that

(1) to the extent the first three assumptions vary, their variation is.

likely to be-greater, the farther ahead tone attempts to forecast, and (2)

pimikarly, the variability of the 'mist estimates obtained is likely to

paraKel that of these assumptions. In simple terns, 'the farther into the

future -one attempts to. forecast, the le reliablCsuch forecasts become.

Thus, while we can be reasong* certain that the.-estimated costs -for the

f.irst year-are accurate, lie are less confident about those in the, second

year, and'sg on. Similarly, a five-year net cost figure is probably more-. .

reliable than a fifteen:year_ figure.

Another indication of the simulationtmodel!s accuracrrelatesW.

. the behaviorpf the model itself: do the cost estimates vary widely from

one-simulation to -another? If so, then theunderl,Yina phen?menon.which the -'

model is attempting to reflect (in .this case, faculty flow) may be:inherently

- unstable. In such cases,7! simulation model is.of littld use.

.Fortunately, the cost estimates prOVIded by.the faculty simulation model-

display a relatively.high degree of. consistency. In fact, fqr the yearly

"het Cost" figures presented in Table 13 (column-0, 95 percent of the

annual net cost estimates yielded by any given simulation will fall within

%--a'rafige of-from:nil or.minus $50,000 to plus or minus $210,000 about athe

figure indicated, depending on the year-examined.
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*.

A final indication of the faculty simulation model's zccuracy is

given by comparing the predicted number`of faculty early retirees who

would have retired within a given time period, in the absence of the ERI

program, to the early retirees' own estimates of when they would have

ratired. Again,,the feculty bimulation model performs quite welI:

the model predicts thateabout 43 percent of the faculty early retirees

wotild:hive retired in three years or less, while 55 percent of these early

retirees responding to the' Legislative Analyst's questionnaire4 inoicated

that they would have retired within this time period.

4

6

4. Faculty retirees, covered by Social Security, who responded to. the
general questionnaire.

.

`ft
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